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Abstract
This thesis presents a method for the 3D digitization of dynamic, real-world events
task requires sufficient temporal and spatial sampling to capture the entirety of an ev
well as the estimation of 3D shape and appearance over time. Direct sensing of glo
structure is not feasible because of the motion of the scene, and even range scann
tems usually sample too coarsely or too slowly to accurately capture dynamic events
thesis presents a method of 3D digitization that overcomes this sensing problem th
the use of a synchronized collection of a large number of calibrated video cameras.

Our 3D digitization method decomposes 3D shape recovery into the estimation of v
structure in each video frame followed by the integration of visible structure into a 
plete 3D model. Visible surfaces are extracted using the multi-baseline stereo (MBS)
rithm. This implementation of MBS efficiently supports any number cameras in ge
positions through a novel rectification strategy for general camera configurations th
not allow the rectification of all images to a single 3D plane. Stereo-computed 
images are then integrated within a volumetric space using a novel integration str
Each range image is converted into a 3D mesh, and then into an implicit surface emb
in the volumetric space by encoding the signed distance between each 3D volume 
(voxel) and the 3D mesh. Multiple range images are integrated by accumulating the 
distance at each voxel. The resulting global surface model is then extracted by ap
the Marching Cubes implicit-surface extraction algorithm.

The digitization of scene appearance uses the estimated 3D structure to determine
ity and sampling of color in the original video images. A compact, global texture m
computed by mixing the color estimates, emphasizing the color estimates obtained
cameras viewing the local surface structure most directly. Alternatively, an image-b
representation is derived from the global model by reprojecting the global structure
back into the original cameras to generate a visible surface model in each real c
New views are synthesized by separately rendering three of these models and mix
rendered views of the models directly on the virtual image plane.

This thesis also presents extensive results of digitizing real events recorded in t3D
Dome,a recording studio employing a synchronized collection of 51 calibrated v
cameras mounted on a 5-meter diameter geodesic dome. This facility provides a
space of approximately 8 cubic meters, sufficient to capture the entirety of motion o
people performing athletic actions including swinging a baseball bat, bumping a vo
ball, and passing a basketball. Results are presented for 5 different events, each 1
onds long. Video is captured at 240x320 image resolution, with a volumetric mod
resolution of 1 cubic center. The resulting models are used to generate both simple 
motions near the original camera viewpoints as well as camera motions deep into th
space and into views nearly impossible to capture with real cameras.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Television and motion pictures are tremendously successful because of the eas

which these media convey the vision of remote events to millions of viewers. This su

has been achieved using purely 2D imaging systems and with viewers having no c

over their viewpoint. While most of us have adapted to these limitations, our visua

tems are designed to see stereoscopically and we normally expect to be able t

around the places we visit.

The potential of extending these media into 3D and with user viewpoint control has

matic implications on the immersive capabilities of these media. 3D structure would 

stereoscopic viewing, increasing the visual cues of structure and relative scale. With

controlled viewpoints, television could become significantly more interactive. Ima

chasing Michael Jordan down the basketball court as he plays in a live NBA bask

game, or running with Barry Sanders as he eludes would-be tacklers in a live NFL fo

game. Consider the power of training in such an environment, for example as a m

student studying a real surgical procedure – even from the surgeon’s perspective – w

interfering with the real operation. Such a training video could be frozen in time, g

the student the power to study intricate operations one step at a time while still all

complete navigation through the frozen event.
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This thesis addresses one major challenge in reaching this goal: the recovery, or d

tion, of 3D shape and scene appearance of dynamic events. By digitizing 3D shap

viewpoints can be synthesized using standard projection of this shape into the d

viewpoint. Digitizing scene appearance allows this projection to create a photore

view of the scene. In order to demonstrate this ability, this thesis also addresses th

synthesis problem.

The most significant obstacle to digitizing dynamic 3D shape and appearance stem

the motion of the scene. If the scene were guaranteed to be motionless, then it wo

possible to move a single, reliable, high-accuracy sensor or sensor system arou

scene and build up a model to nearly arbitrary quality. Even with dynamic scenes, a

sensor could be used if that sensor could seethrough the scene, such as with MRI. Thes

sensors do not capture visible light, however, so they would be unable to reprodu

visible appearance of the scene at any viewpoint. With dynamic events, then, man

sors must be used simultaneously to “freeze” the event in time. By sampling these s

at high rates, the scene motion can be well represented.

In order to resolve the dynamic event digitization problem, this thesis employs a syn

nized collection of calibrated video cameras. These sensors directly capture the 

appearance of dynamic events from specific viewpoints, allowing the estimation of 

appearance from any viewpoint. In addition, the collection of views from all camer

any point in time can be used to estimate complete 3D scene structure. Finally, vide

eras capture snapshots of the scene at temporal rates sufficient to create the illusion

tinuous motion to a human observer, so the event motion itself is well represented b

temporal sampling for visual display.
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1.1 Limitations of Current Methods

The visual reconstruction problem addressed in this thesis can be broken down in

broad steps: modeling from images and rendering from models. To achieve max

flexibility, both steps will rely on physically-based models. The modeling phase 

recover all the physical parameters of the scene that contribute to scene appearan

as 3D scene shape, spectral and spatial distributions of light, scene inter-reflectio

material properties such as reflectance. Then computer graphics rendering techniqu

synthesize new views using these physically based dynamic scene models, even a

arbitrary changes in any of the modeling parameters.

Great progress has recently been made in realizing this vision. On the modeling

many recent methods (including one presented in this thesis) have been developed 

bine multiple range images into 3D models. Methods by Curless and Levoy [10], R

et. al. [47], Wheeler [67], Hilton et. al. [19], and Martins and Moura [37] all have fo

reliable, robust solutions by dealing with the merging problem in a discretized volum

space rather than as a surface problem [57][61][65]. Some progress has also been 

estimating material properties from images. Sato et. al. [50] estimate scene reflecta

applying color-space analysis to a set of observations (images) of object surfaces 

shape is estimated with great accuracy. On the rendering side, ray tracing and ra

methods have proven to be powerful techniques for creating realistic images, with

ing, shading, translucency, and inter-reflection.

This ideal modeling approach has two serious drawbacks, however. First, the estima

many of the model parameters cannot yet be done reliably, especially in relatively u

trolled, dynamic settings. Even the promising results of Sato et. al. [50] come wit

qualification that the generated reflectance models capture only a portion of the full r

tance of real materials, which are more fully modeled by the bidirectional reflectanc

tribution function (BRDF). Second, high-quality ray-traced and radiosity-based rende

can often take hours, or even days, to compute, eliminating the possibility (at least

near future) of using this rendering method for interactive viewpoint control.
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1.1.1 Image-Based Modeling

In light of these observations, recent work has focused on ways of avoiding the com

ties of complete, explicit modeling and rendering. These approaches are generally re

to as image-based modeling and rendering. Typically, the goal of these technique

create new views of a scene from real images of that same scene. The space of new

is significantly smaller than the potential space of varying all model parameters in 

modeling approach, but is still interesting because it enables at least limited navi

through the environment. In addition, these approaches avoid most of the complexi

modeling physical properties of the scene that give rise to the real images.

One of the simplest and yet surprisingly effective approaches is the object mov

Apple’s QuickTime VR [5]. In this strategy, an object is modeled only by the ima

themselves, with knowledge of the viewpoints from which those images where t

When a viewer manipulates the object, the system simply displays the image fro

closest real viewpoint. The viewer can zoom into the scene as well, giving the appe

of motion into the scene, although perspective effects can not be correctly simula

typical object movie has several hundred images, with angular camera separation 

order of 10 degrees.

Most other image-based models usually fall into two categories: ray-based approach

explicit correspondence-based methods. Ray-based methods deal with images as 

rays in space. Ray-based methods can be thought of as generalizing the object m

order to synthesize nearly any viewpoint rather than just switching among the im

First, these approaches convert the set of input images into rays in space, as sh

Katayama et. al [29]. This space can be modeled as a 4D function, commonly refe

as a lightfield [34] or lumigraph [15]. This lightfield is often parameterized by two

planes, with a ray defined by its two intersection points on the two planes. Next, the

is assumed to be flat, and positioned on one of the planes of the lightfield. Using th

mulation, new views can be synthesized by sampling the viewing rays that compri

image. The flat-world assumption allows each unknown ray to be constructed by in

lating among known rays. If the actual object geometry is known, then the rays c
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depth corrected [15], creating much more realistic views, especially when fewer

images are available. Still, these methods have been demonstrated only with thous

images, which would require a tremendous video capture system for dynamic event

Correspondence-based methods use pixel-wise correspondences among images

mates of scene structure, which then allow new view synthesis by mapping this geo

into the new viewpoint[6]. Interpolation of correspondences will not generate physi

correct views for general image pairs [53], so knowledge of the epipolar geometry m

exploited. Many methods have used interactive techniques along with epipolar cons

to determine correspondences and generate correct imagery [7][38][54]. Many other

used automatic correspondence detection to varying degrees of su

[24][25][33][39][40][56]. These approaches suffer from two problems, though. Som

these methods restrict viewer motion to lie within the 3D surface containing the ori

viewpoints. More importantly, all of these methods rely on good correspondences: in

racies can greatly distort the synthesized views. Stereo methods [12] are able to g

data sufficient for navigation, but generating pixel-accurate, dense correspondences

out of reach.

1.1.2 Explicit Shape Recovery from Images

The logical extension of correspondence-based methods is to extract full 3D str

from the scene. This approach reworks the correspondence problem in a global 

work, allowing the simultaneous use of more information to resolve ambiguity an

increase precision. The range image integration strategies already discussed can 

sidered a form of this problem. Another approach is to detect and integrated silhoue

occluding contours [1][9][58][60]. Immersive Video [22][30][41] has successfully u

this approach with a known background. It has been shown, however, that these m

can only extract the line hull of the scene. For example, even perfect silhouettes of a

cup would lead to a model with a closed top, since no silhouette could distinguis

inside of the cup.
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Debevec and Malik [11] use an interactive modeling system to develop high-qualit

models of architecture. This system takes advantage of the fact that the scenes 

architecture, allowing the use of relatively few, simple primitives to represent the s

They then use model-based stereo to refine the alignment between the hand-drawn

and real images of the scene. Seitz and Dyer [55] devised a strategy to test the occ

of each point in a 3D volume based on color consistency. Each volume element, or

is projected into all the images to get a set of pixel colors. If the variance of these co

low, then the voxel is assumed to be occupied. By positioning all cameras on one s

the 3D volume, the voxels can be traversed in a front-to-back order so that visibility c

used to eliminate projections that are known to be occluded. Like many correspond

style methods, this approach is sensitive to specularities and regions of low textu

addition, mistakes in occupancy at one voxel layer can have a tremendous impact

results of voxel layers further away.

A different class of 3D model-building methods is shape from motion (SFM). In th

methods, usually a single camera is moved through a static environment to create a

of the scene. Because the camera is moving relatively slowly, the inter-frame mot

usually quite small, so feature-tracking algorithms can be used to track features th

long camera motions. These features can then be used to estimate shape, for e

using the Factorization method [63][46] or non-linear optimization [59]. Th

approaches usually work only with sparse features, and therefore face the challe

finding surfaces to connect the feature points.

1.1.3 Dynamic Event Modeling

One way to model dynamic events is to approximate them with sequences of indep

static scenes – the same approach used in television and video formats such as NT

PAL, which encode each video frame as an independent image and sample at a ra

cient to create the illusion of motion to human observers. In principle, all of the s

scene modeling techniques in the previous section can be extended to model d

events in the same way, i.e. by repetition at each temporal sample of the event. Prac
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however, two problems make this extension unwieldy. First, many of these systems r

(intelligent) human operators to solve some of the most difficult 3D digitization probl

Whatever level of automation that is in these systems simply refines or interpolates

the operator’s initialization. For a few static scenes, this interaction is tolerable. For

dynamic events, however, this interaction would be extremely time consuming.

The second problem with extending current approaches for static object modeling

sensors used in these systems. Many use active range scanners, which illuminate th

to estimate depth, usually with a laser or light stripes. For dynamic scenes, multipl

sors must operate simultaneously to obtain multiple perspectives of the same scen

Without extreme care in system design, the illuminations of these multiple sensors

interfere with one another, and scaling such a system to include more sensors woul

the design progressively more difficult. In addition, active scanning samples different

of the scene at different moments, which can distort the appearance of objects in m

Since many range scanners requires several seconds of exposure time, the di

occurs even for slow scene motions. SFM approaches use feature tracking through

sequences captured by camera motion through a fixed scene. To apply these appro

dynamic scenes, a collection of cameras could be treated as positions of the “m

camera through the fixed scene of a single image from all cameras. The feature tr

algorithms usually require very small feature motion from frame to frame, however, s

real camera spacing would have to be small enough to simulate inter-frame camera 

– which could easily amount to (tens of) thousands of images.

1.2 Approach

This thesis presents a new technique to recover 3D geometry and appearance of d

events from real video sequences that overcomes these problems. This approach co

strengths both of explicit 3D modeling and of image-based rendering. Multi-camera 

sequences of dynamic events are used to automatically estimate global scene struct
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responding to each frame of video, resulting in a 3D triangle mesh. The real images 

mapped back to this structure using texture mapping to add realistic visual appea

The technique is repeated over time to capture complex dynamic events.

This shape and appearance digitization algorithm can be decomposed into two step

recover 3D shape, and then estimate scene appearance. Shape digitization itself is

posed into the estimation of visible surfaces in each video image via stereo, and the

ing of these estimates via volumetric integration into a single global 3D model. 

process is shown graphically in Figure 1.1. Decomposing shape and appearance

avoid problems found in voxel coloring, in which mistakes early in the process hinder

shape and appearance modeling. Decomposing shape digitization allows local inform

to propagate to the global structure in a hierarchical framework, increasing the sco

the modeling process and decreasing noise as the hierarchy is traversed.

An example of this process is shown in Figure 1.2. An example input image for one 

of the event is shown in Figure 1.2(a). The range image corresponding to this view a

in Figure 1.2(b). As with all range images in this thesis, brighter pixels correspond to

faces further from the camera. Figure 1.2(c) shows slices through the 3D volumetric

created by merging 51 range images from different viewpoints. These slices show h

Figure 1.1: Overview of 3D shape and appearance digitization algorithm. Stereo extracts visible 
faces in the set of images captured at one moment. These surfaces are fused to create a single,
tent, global 3D model. The original images are then used to recover an appearance model of the 
Repeating over time, the algorithm constructs models of dynamic events, which can be used to sy
size arbitrary camera trajectories through the event space.

Shape
Merging

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

Stereo

3D ModelRange ImagesCameras Appearance Model

Appearance
Modeling
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Figure 1.2: Results of 3D shape and appearance digitization algorithm. (a) example input image
range image computed with stereo (darker = closer to camera). (c) slices through the volumetric s
integrating multiple range images (darker = closer to 3D surface). (d) 3D model extracted from v
metric space. (e) rendered view of model with texture. (f) rendered view of model integrated into a
tual set and combined with another digitized model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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each voxel thinks it is from the nearest surface, with black being on the surface and

being far away. The body and arm of the player with the basketball are visible on th

of these planes, while the other player is visible on the right. Figure 1.2(d) shows th

triangle mesh surface extracted from the volumetric space, rendered as a shaded 

Figure 1.2(e) contains a view of the 3D surface model with a global texture map com

from the original images, and Figure 1.2(f) shows a different view of this model integ

with another digitized player and with a virtual basketball court.

1.3 Dissertation Overview

This thesis begins in Chapter 2 by studying how multiple video images can be us

model dynamic events. While the image set can be used directly as a model of the

this approach requires a dense set of views to simulate realistic viewer motion.

sparse camera sets can provide much more extensive modeling capabilities wh

implicit geometric structure of the event is explicitly extracted from the video ima

using stereo. With sparse image sets, however, the possibility of not observing an 

tant surface increases, so there are constraints on the sparsity and positioning of th

eras in the work space.

Next, Chapter 3 presents a novel method of fusing the range images computed from

into a single, global 3D model. The structure estimated from stereo tends to have 

inaccurate estimates at times, which causes many other model building algorithms 

This new approach uses a volumetric integration strategy, which avoids problems o

face topology and mesh stitching while suppressing the inaccuracies typical of co

tion-based stereo – poor localization of depth discontinuities and unreliable estima

regions with little texture.

With the structure computed, Chapter 4 explores two approaches to estimate globa

appearance. The first approach directly uses real images as textures on the global

preserving view-dependent visual effects captured in the image sequence. The 

approach fuses the real video images into a single global texture map. Although th

cess eliminates any viewpoint-dependent variations in appearance, it still preserv
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overall appearance of the scene. With global models and global texture maps, the 

sequence can even be directly encoded in common 3D file formats such as Open In

and VRML 2.0.

Chapter 5 presents ways in which the resulting sequence of digitized 3D shap

appearance models can be used. The most obvious use is to allow the viewer to 

navigate through the digitized event. Because the modeling is fully 3D, it is also po

to combine multiple digitized models into more complex environments, as well as to

purely virtual objects into the digitized model.

Chapter 6 compares the methods developed in this thesis to other related approac

particular, we explore image-based modeling and rendering, 3D modeling from 

images, and 3D modeling from visual images.

Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of this work, in addition to looking at future d

tions for research.
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Chapter 2

Recovering Visible Surfaces

From Video Images

The first step in digitizing 3D shape and appearance is the estimation of partial 

structure from video images. This structure is encoded as a range, or depth, image f

input video image. Because of (self-)occlusion, range images will contain depth on

the visible structure of the scene. Although the range image contains point samp

depth, grouping these samples into surfaces allows the recovery of theVisible Surface

Model (VSM). The first two sections of this chapter address the way this entity is re

ered from video images alone.

The concept of a VSM intentionally highlights the importance of visibility in the mode

process. In order to model all surfaces in a real scene, a collection of VSMs may be

but care must be taken to ensure that each real surface is represented in at least on

If a real surface is unobserved by all VSMs, then this surface will never appear i

views synthesized from the VSMs. Even if a surface is observed in a VSM, it ma

severely foreshortened, reducing the quality of the VSM. The last section of this ch

explores the challenges of designing a testbed in light of these visibility constraints.
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2.1 Recovery of Visible Surface Models

The Visible Surface Model (VSM) contains depth for every pixel in an image. As alr

discussed in Section 1.1.3, a variety of methods can be used to estimate depth fo

scenes, including laser scanning, light-stripe range finding, and even contact-based

zation. For dynamic events, however, all of these methods fail because of the

required to sample depth of a full scene. The only practical options at this time are 

ods based on defocus or on stereo. Depth from defocus requires specialized hard

order to capture multiply focused images at the same viewpoint, though, making a 

scale system costly to implement. Stereo, on the other hand, can use standard vid

ture equipment.

The most practical approach to range estimation for dynamic events, then, is stere

remaining problem is deciding on the best algorithm to use in this context. Given de

of nearly continuous work, the options are extensive – see [12] for a review of many 

possibilities. Feature-based stereo algorithms provide only sparse correspondences

ing a new challenge of grouping features into surfaces and identifying discontinuiti

better alternative in this case is correlation-based approaches, which generate dens

spondences. Within this class of algorithms, the Multi-Baseline Stereo (MBS) algo

stands out because of its ability to simultaneously search for correspondences in m

images, reducing ambiguity and increasing precision of depth estimates as compa

typical two-camera (binocular) methods. In addition, the algorithm is relatively fas

demonstrated by the real-time implementation of Kanade et. al. [26].

The MBS algorithm has been shown to perform better when the scene is actively i

nated by a pattern with high spatial-frequency [28]. This illumination reduces the p

bility that the images of the scene will contain textureless regions. Since correlation-

methods such as MBS perform poorly in those regions, the illumination there

improves performance by artificially adding texture to the scene. The drawback of

illumination is that the images no longer accurately represent the appearance of the
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under normal lighting. Since the video images are used both for stereo and for appe

modeling, this alteration of scene appearance is unacceptable, so only ambient illu

tion is used.

2.1.1 Estimation of Surfaces from Dense Range Images

Dense range images computed with stereo (and with many other techniques) a

compute point samples of depth rather than continuous depth across surfaces. To

surfaces from the range images, we tessellate the range image so that every2x2 patch of

pixels in the range image form two triangles by connecting all vertical and horiz

edges and one diagonal of the patch, as shown in Figure 2.1(a). For simplicity, we a

use the same diagonal. Next, we eliminate triangles that have large depth variation

is, we measure the edge lengths of each triangle edge, and eliminate triangles with a

longer than a certain threshold, as shown in Figure 2.1(b). A similar style of test wou

to eliminate triangles whose surface normals deviate significantly from the direction 

optical axis, as was done in [67].

2.2 MBS: Multi-Baseline Stereo

Stereo algorithms compute depth using triangulation, i.e., by intersecting the imagin

of corresponding pixels from each camera in 3D. The strong calibration of the ca

facilitates computing the intersection in a common Euclidean (“world”) coordinate sy

for each pixel, given its correspondence(s) in the other image(s). We use a version

Figure 2.1: Conversion of range image depths to surfaces. (a) Each 2x2 pixel region in the range i
is tessellated with two triangles. (b) Tessellation with discontinuities, and the resulting 3D mesh.

pixels

(a)

1000 1010 2000 2015

1005 1020 2010 2015

1010 1015 2005 2010

(b)

range image pixels 3D surface meshrange image tessellation
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multi-baseline stereo algorithm (MBS), developed by Okutomi and Kanade [45], tha

been extended to general camera configurations (i.e., non-parallel cameras) by inco

ing the Tsai camera model [62].

2.2.1 Parallel, Two-Camera Stereo

To understand the MBS algorithm, first consider a simple stereo system with two pa

cameras. Assume that both cameras are perfect pinhole projectors with the sam

lengthF, with the focal length indicating the distance from the center of projection to

image plane, and is measured in units of pixels. The first camera is positioned at the

origin with its optical axis looking down the positive Z axis and with the X and Y a

running to the right and down, respectively (see Figure 2.2). The second camera is p

to the first and shifted down the negative X axis byB, which is referred to as the baselin

between the two cameras. A world coordinate pointp is then projected into the two image

according to

(2.1)

The goal of stereo is to estimate the depthZ to the scene pointp corresponding to each

pixel q0 in the reference camera. This requires the determination of the correspo

image pointq1 in the second camera for each pixel in the reference camera. For any p

corresponding points, the difference between these image points gives the disparityd:

Figure 2.2: Parallel, two-camera geometry. The left camera is the reference, and its axes defin
world coordinate system. The distance between the cameras is referred to as the baseline.

Z

X

right imageleft image

Y
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p
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(2.2)

To find corresponding points, stereo searches discrete disparities and selects the d

yielding the best match (determined using Sum of Squared Differences, i.e. SS

example – see Section 2.3.5) between the reference image and the image being s

Using disparity in this search process guarantees that the image will be evenly sa

which minimizes the computational costs of the search. In addition, disparity com

the effects of focal length and baseline, so the stereo algorithm can ignore these cali

parameters during the correspondence search. Once a correspondence has bee

depth can be recovered by inverting the depth-disparity relation in Equation (2.2

example result is shown in Figure 2.3, with two real images shown in (a) and the 

sponding range images for each camera in (b). The range images encode nearer 

with darker colors. Note that in areas of occlusion, e.g. left of the person in the top

and right of the person in the bottom view, the two-camera stereo algorithm per

poorly because occlusion blocks the non-reference camera’s view of the correct 

spondence. In addition, the depths of regions with low texture, especially between th

on the floor, are poorly estimated.

From Equation (2.2), it is clear that increasing the baselineB amplifies the disparity

between corresponding image points. Since the correspondence search is perform

discrete values of disparity, increasing the baseline therefore increases the number

parities that will be searched for a fixed range of depths. As a result, the precision 

estimated distanceZ increases as the baseline between the cameras increases. Incr

the baseline, however, also increases the likelihood of matching points incorrectly be

of several factors, including the change in perspective and occlusion.

q1 q0–
x1

y1

x0

y0

–
F
Z
--- B

0

d

0
= = = where d BF

1
Z
---=
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2.2.2 Extension to Multiple Baselines

Multi-baseline stereo attempts to improve matching by computing corresponde

between multiple pairs of images, each with a different baseline. Since disparitie

meaningful only for a pair of images, we reformulate Equation (2.2) to derive a para

that can relate correspondences across multiple image pairs:

(2.3)

The search for correspondences can now be performed with respect to the inverse d

which has the same meaning for all image pairs with the same reference camera, in

dent of disparities and baselines. The match metric from each individual baseline

Sum of Squared Differences, or SSD) can then be combined at each inverse depth t

Figure 2.3: Example of two-camera stereo. (a) Input images. (b) depth maps, with black and w
being closest to and furthest from the camera, respectively.

(a)
(b)

d
BF
------- 1

Z
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a multi-baseline match metric (e.g., Sum of SSD, or SSSD – see Section 2.3.5). Th

mated inverse depth is computed by finding the discrete inverse depth with the best

baseline match metric. The resulting correspondence search combines the correc

spondence of narrow baselines with the precision of wider baselines. Note that in

depth is linear in image space, just as with normal stereo disparity, allowing fast an

cient implementations. An example result of the MBS algorithm is shown in Figure

The last two the input images are the same ones used in the two-camera example o

2.3. Note how MBS has reduced the number of errors, successfully handling large

occluded in at least one input image and areas with poor texture.

2.3 GMBS: MBS with General Camera Model

This formulation of multi-baseline stereo is limited to sets of cameras that mutually s

the simple parallel-camera geometry. We now extend this algorithm to general ca

configurations. In the proposed system, this extension provides greatly needed flex

in placing the cameras around the environment.

2.3.1 General Camera Model

We assume that a camera can be modeled by 10 parameters: rotation angles (3), 3

lational displacements (3), focal length (1), aspect ratio (1), and image center (2). 

that we actually use the Tsai camera model [62], described in Appendix A, which inc

a parameter for lens distortion. If the lens distortion is first removed, then the follo

discussion applies here, too.) The perspective projection of a 3D world pointpw into

image pointq can then be represented as a series of matrix operations in projective c

nates, with the projective image pointq:
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iddle
Figure 2.4: Example of multi-baseline stereo. (a) Input images. (b) depth map corresponding to m
input image, with black and white being closest to and furthest from the camera, respectively

(a)

(b)
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R, a rotation matrix, andT, a translation vector, relate the world and camera coordin

systems, while the aspect ratioa, focal lengthF, and image center (Cx, Cy) define the cam-

era-to-image projection. Note that this projection is linearly projective and can be r

sented by the 3x4 projection matrixN. This model degenerates into the simple project

of Equation (2.1) when there is no rotation (R = I), no translation along the Y or Z axe

(TY = TZ =0), equal focal lengths across all cameras, a unity aspect ratio (a = 1), and an

image center (Cx, Cy) at (0,0).

2.3.2 Stereo with General Camera Model

In this general configuration, the disparity-depth relationship is much more compli

than the relationship of Equation (2.3). To derive this expression, and without loss o

erality, we assume camera 0 is the reference camera, with its coordinate system d

the world coordinate system. For simplicity we also assume thatCx = Cy = 0 anda = 1 for

all cameras. From Equation (2.4), the disparity is given by

(2.5)

q
xw

yw

w

aF 0 Cx

0 F Cy

0 0 1

R T
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wherer i is the row vector corresponding to rowi of the rotation matrixR. This general

form can be simplified if we consider that a stereo search keeps the reference pixq0)

fixed. The 3D pointpw can then be represented as

(2.6)

Combining Equations (2.5) and (2.6) yields

(2.7)

The right-hand side of Equation (2.7) is now only a function of depth (Z), since all other

variables are fixed during the search for a given reference image pixel, so we rewrite

(2.8)

where the termsKi are constant for a given reference image pixelq0. This function can

easily be evaluated as a function of depth. However, unlike the multi-baseline, pa

camera configuration of Section 2.2.2, it is not possible to linearly search all the ima

a function of inverse depth while also directly relating the evaluations across all cam

because the constantsKi vary from camera to camera. As a result, the search must be

formed as a function of depth, with non-uniform sampling in the images. This meth

less efficient than directly searching in image space because the sampling will be

than necessary in some areas in order to maintain consistency with other cameras. T

also the danger of sampling too little, in which case the actual corresponding point m

pw

X

Y

Z

Z
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x0

y0

F0

Z
F0
------ 
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missed. The search can be performed linearly in the images if the error functions ar

resampled to a common depth sampling. This method is more efficient, but requir

interpolation of the error functions, which may be inaccurate away from the true solu

2.3.3 Rectification

The solution to this complication relies on rectifying the input images so that they s

the parallel-camera configuration. In rectification, two input images are resampl

obtain images that correspond to cameras having parallel-camera geometry, as sh

Figure 2.5. This operation can alter both the intrinsic and extrinsic camera param

under the constraint that the optical centers of the cameras must remain fixed. Phy

rectification can be thought of as rotating two cameras so that their optical axes are

lel to each other and perpendicular to the line (baseline) joining their optical axes

rotation guarantees that epipolar lines will be horizontal everywhere in the images. 

that for general cameras, this rotation is underconstrained. See Appendix C for det

how we sufficiently constrain the problem.) To force the epipolar lines to lie on scan 

the focal length and aspect ratio must be set identically in the two images. Even with

constraints, the image center is free to change, which is helpful to ensure maximal o

between the input and rectified images. Without this change, the field of view in the

may have little overlap with the rectified image.

Figure 2.5: Rectification of two cameras. (a) input camera geometry. (b) rectified camera geom
try. The cameras are rotated about their optical centers until the optical axes are parallel to o
another and perpendicular to the baseline joining the optical centers. The scale factors (focal leng
aspect ratio) in each camera are also forced to match.

optical axes

optical centeroptical center

epipolar
lines

optical axis optical axis

epipolar
lines

optical center optical center
baseline baseline
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The rectification process can also be viewed as a homography which projectively

pixels in the input image to pixels in the rectified image. To see this, consider the ma

of a single pixel(x,y) in the input image into the rectified image. For this purpose, let

unrectified camera define the world coordinate frame, generating the camera model

(2.9)

Rectification allows arbitrary rotations and changes to the intrinsic parameters of the

era, but requires that the image center remain fixed, i.e.T = 0. The rectified camera mode

is therefore given by

(2.10)

Combining Equation (2.9) with Equation (2.10) yields

(2.11)

Thus, the matrix H is a 3x3 homography mapping the pixels in the unrectified image 

pixels in the rectified image.

In general, it is possible to rectify only two cameras at a time if the goal is strict par

camera, horizontal disparity rectification. If vertical disparity is allowed, then it is alw

possible to rectify three cameras by rotating all three optical axes to be perpendic
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the plane containing the optical centers of the three cameras. If the cameras fall in

tain degenerate configurations (e.g., all the optical axes fall on a plane in space) the

than three cameras can be rectified, although these cases rarely occur in practice.

To deal with multiple cameras in arbitrary positions, we pairwise rectify each non-r

ence camera with the reference camera. This gives us a new set of non-reference c

and corresponding images that have the simple parallel-camera geometry with res

rectified versions of the reference camera. Figure 2.6 shows an example involving

cameras. Note that this process could create multiple versions of the reference ima

fact, there would be as many versions as there are input images in the stereo set.

than computing all of these versions, we instead compute only the rectification param

and simply keep the original reference image. We then use the rectification parame

relate the input and rectified reference image coordinate systems.

2.3.4 GMBS with Rectification

During each correspondence search, the reference pixel in the input reference im

mapped to a rectified non-reference camera by first computing the pixel position 

corresponding rectified reference camera, and then using the simple parallel-c

geometry of the rectified pair and the (inverse) depth being tested to map from the

fied reference camera to the rectified non-reference camera. Note that the depth itse

Figure 2.6: Rectification of a set of three cameras. (a) input camera geometry, with arrows indica
ing optical axes of the cameras and tails indicating camera positions; (b) rectification of the to
camera with the reference camera; (c) rectification of the bottom camera with the reference ca

R

C1

C2

R

C1

R

C2

(a) (b) (c)

(Z)

(ZR-C1)

(ZR-C2)
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be transformed too, because the change in orientation of the reference camera cha

way depth is measured because the optical axis rotates, as shown in Figure 2.6. T

cess is repeated for each of the test disparities (inverse depths).

To speed up this process, we observe that the parallel-camera geometry can be exp

avoid the lengthy transformation from input reference image to rectified non-refe

image. The simple geometry allows us to step uniformly through the non-reference im

without the need for repeated pixel transformations. In order to exploit this property, 

ever, we must account for the distortions introduced by rectification, such as rotation

First, recall that the rectification of one camera with another introduces a rotation 

optical axis, but the optical center is fixed. This 3D transformation can be represente

a single rotation matrixM which relates coordinates between the unrectified and rect

versions of a given camera. For the reference camera, and using Equation (2.6), th

fied coordinates  are given by

(2.12)

Algorithm : Naive GMBS Search
for each pixel (row,col) in reference image

bestzed [row,col] = 0;
for each inverse depthzed

sum[zed] = 0;
for each cameracam

(rectrow, rectcol) = unrect_to_rect (row,col,cam)
rectzed = unrect_to_rect_zed (row,col,cam,zed)
testrow = rectrow
testcol = rectcol + rectzed * Bcam
sum[zed] += comparison {Iref[row,col], Icam[testrow,testcol]}

end
if (sum[bestzed[row,col]] is worse thansum[zed])

bestzed[row,col] = zed
endif

end
end
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The rectified camera pair is in the standard parallel-camera configuration, so we can

Equation (2.2):

(2.13)

Equation (2.13) relates the depthZ in the unrectified reference camera to disparity in 

rectified image pair. This expression has the same form as Equation (2.2), and is id

if , i.e. the optical axis of the reference camera is already perpendicu

the baseline between the two cameras so rectification does not change this axis. As

regrouping to isolate inverse depth  enables us to relate the search spaces across 

images. This algorithm is the one that actually computed the range image in Figure 

2.3.5 Practical Correspondence Detection

A popular method to compute correspondences between a pair of images is to com

small window of pixels from one image to corresponding windows in the other image

matching process for a pair of images involves shifting this window as a function of

computing the match error, usually with normalized correlation1 (NC) or sum of squared

differences (SSD), over the window at each position. For two imagesI0 and Ii, and for

image point (u0, v0), the SSD and NC are given by

d B
r
F
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Z
r
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  1

Z
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Algorithm : Efficient GMBS Search
for each pixel (row,col) in reference image

bestzed [row,col] = 0;
for each cameracam

(rectrow[cam], rectcol[cam]) = unrect_to_rect (row,col,cam)
end
for each inverse depthzed

sum[zed] = 0;
testrow = rectrow[cam]
testcol = rectcol[cam] + zed * Ccam
sum[zed] += comparison {Iref[row,col], Icam[testrow,testcol]}

end
if (sum[bestzed[row,col]] is worse thansum[zed])

bestzed[row,col] = zed
endif

end
end

ς
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(2.14)

where  and  are the mean pixel value and the variance of the pixel values with

window of size (2w+1) x (2w+1) centered at the image point (x0, y0) in imageIk. Bi is the

baseline between the reference camera (which generates imageI0) and the second camer

(which generates imageIi). MBS computes the sum of SSDs (SSSD, or the sum of N

SNC) across all cameras:

(2.15)

The depth estimate  is the  that minimizes this error:

(2.16)

This matching approach makes two important assumptions about the scene. F

assumes that the intensity variation (i.e., texture) within the window will be strong en

for the search to produce reliable results. Second, it assumes that there is no dept

tion within the reference window – that is, that the world is flat within the window

image regions with low texture, the depth estimate will have low precision becaus

window will usually match equally well over a wide range of depths. Along depth dis

tinuities, the planarity assumption breaks down because the reference window in

pixels at two (or more) different depths. Because of perspective projection, thes

points will no longer lie next to one another in images from other viewpoints, and cha

in visibility may cause some of the 3D points to be occluded. As a result, the SSSD

tion may not have a minimum at the correct depth. Even if a local minimum exists 

1.Normalized correlation actually computes similarity, not error. We use the additive inverse of NC
as an error measure. NC will outperform SSD when the images have large differences in intensit
across cameras; otherwise, SSD will perform at least as well.
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correct depth, other local minima will occur at the depths of the other 3D points r

sented within the window, and none of these minima will be as strong as when the p

ity assumption is satisfied. As a result, the global minimum may lie at some dep

which random alignment of the image textures happens to generate the lowest erro

of the motivation to develop the global integration strategy in Chapter 3 was to over

some of these problems, which are more easily addressed in a global framework.

2.4 Scene Modeling with Visible Surface Models

One key constraint in modeling a scene from images is ensuring that the images c

observations of all (relevant) scene structure. If an important part of the scene 

observed in the set of images, then there is no way to reconstruct that feature w

exploiting content-specific knowledge. Because of the possibility of (self-) occlus

though, this constraint can never be fully met for an unknown scene. That is, for a

configuration of cameras, it is always possible to construct a scene in which occlusio

vents the observation of part of the scene. In addition, increasing the number of ca

will help reduce the problem but will also drive up system cost. We therefore seek a

era system that does a reasonable job of balancing the need for many viewpoints w

desire for minimizing system costs.

Numerous other factors play into the design of a real camera system. For exam

order to relate the video of one camera to the video of another, the cameras must 

chronized (i.e., exposures occur at the same time) and time-stamped. In order to ap

reo, or any other 3D extraction process, the cameras must be calibrated so that a co

mapping between world and image and among different images is known. Stereo al

forms more accurately when the distance between cameras is small, which reduc

likelihood of mismatching during correspondence estimation. And a lighting system 

be designed so that the scene is well lit but not “blinding” the cameras. For a more

ough discussion of these issues, see Appendix B.
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The solution taken in this work is to disperse 51 cameras over a geodesic dome 5 m

diameter, providing nearly a hemisphere of viewpoints surrounding the workspac

shown in Figure 2.7. This system provides a roughly cubical working volume, 2 mete

a side, sufficient to a allow a person to perform athletic actions such as swinging a

ball bat. From the center of the dome, the cameras have roughly uniform angular s

tion. This uniformity was chosen because it minimizes the possibility of occlusion fo

unknown scene. The angular separation between cameras is roughly 18o. Based on empir-

ical analysis, this separation is small enough to avoid significant occlusion for m

events.

Figure 2.7: Camera system. 51 video cameras are mounted on a 5-meter diameter geodesic dom
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Chapter 3

Global Structure From

Partial Surfaces

A Visible Surface Model (VSM) extracted from video images represents the 3D scen

face geometry visible in the corresponding video image. Collections of VSMs repr

full scene geometry without an explicit, global 3D model. The VSM structure extrac

process, however, has significant limitations because it operates only on local inform

in which only a few images with similar viewpoints are available. As a result, surface

mates tend to be rough and at times incorrect. This chapter presents a method fo

coming these problems by transforming the surface recovery problem from a 

framework to a global one, using many images from highly separated viewpoints

expanding the focus, this strategy recovers complete, global scene structure rather t

local structure of the VSMs. We call this structure theComplete Surface Model, orCSM.

Moving to global structure recovery may introduce new problems, however. Intuiti

one might think of stitching the range images together like a quilt to form the globa

face, since each range image provides one patch in the global surface. This appro

been attempted a number times, with reasonable success on relatively low-nois
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[57][61][65]. When the ranges estimates are noisy, however, the surface patches 

align well, leading to a bigger problem: estimating the underlying topology of the sc

Depending on the expected topology of the scene, the surface patches can fit toge

many ways, all with approximately similar errors. In addition, with unknown topolog

is difficult to integrate multiple samples of the same surface, which reduces the effe

ness of using multiple observations to reduce noise.

This chapter addresses the global surface construction problem by working with a

metric representation rather than with the surfaces themselves. This framework vir

eliminates the problem of topology while supporting a simple method of integrating m

ple estimates to reduce noise. In addition, surfaces can easily be extracted from th

metric space with little degradation in geometric quality.

3.1 Volumetric Fusion

One of the first (and simplest) volumetric structures used in computer vision is the 

pancy grid [9]. This structure decomposes a volume into solid volume elements, or v

Each voxel contains a single binary value indicating whether or not the voxel is occu

When used to represent object shape, the occupancy grid suffers from the strict 

quantization of the real surface. This effect diminishes as the density of voxels incr

but the quantization will always be present at some resolution.

A more powerful volumetric representation can be achieved by changing the inform

stored at each voxel. Rather than storing a binary value, each voxel can store the 

sampled) value of a functionf(x,y,z) defined over the volume. An occupancy grid can 

computed from this volume by thresholding the voxels at some levelf0, but this will still

suffer from all the problems of the occupancy grid. Lorensen and Cline [35] observe

an alternative approach is to extract the isosurface of the volume defined by the

threshold, i.e.,f(x,y,z) = f0. The advantage of this approach is that the position of the i

urface can be estimated to sub-voxel precision, creating smoother models than are

ble with an occupancy grid at the same resolution.
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The other important observation they made was that the isosurface can be quickly a

ily extracted from sampled volumes by “marching” through the volume in a single p

which led to the name of the algorithm: Marching Cubes [35]. By approximating the 

urface with a 3D polygonal mesh, the location of a surface is dependent only on the

information in the volumetric space. By treating the voxels as point samples of the 

tion on a 3D grid, the presence of an isosurface in a particular part of the volume c

determined directly from the 8 voxels which lie at the corners of a cube surroundin

volume being tested. If all voxels are above or below the isosurface level, then the i

face can not pass through this space. If one voxel of the cube lies above (or below) t

surface level while all others lie below (or above) it, then the isosurface must slice th

just the one corner of the cube, separating this one voxel from the other 7 voxels, as

in Figure 3.1(a). Two other cases are shown in Figure 3.1 (b) and (c), correspondin

possible configurations of two and four voxels above (or below) the isosurface 

respectively. Since each corner takes on a binary value (i.e., either above or bel

level), 28 = 256 different combinations exist, although many of these are symmetric

each configuration, the tessellation can be pre-computed, with the actual vertices

puted by interpolating the voxel values along each cube edge intersecting the isosur

The key insight from volumetric methods of range image fusion, including this chapt

that the surface recovery problem can be posed as the estimation of an implicit sur

3D, followed by implicit surface extraction with Marching Cubes to return to a sur

description [10][19][20][47][67] ([36][37] integrate in a volumetric space, but do 

Figure 3.1: Example of Marching Cubes strategy. Each voxel is treated as a point sample of an im
function in space, shown graphically as a circle. When the voxels are aligned on a regular grid, a 2
set of voxels encloses a cube of space. (a) When the value of one voxel is above the implicit su
level and all others in the cube are below this level, then the surface intersects the cube through
cube faces containing the voxel above the implicit surface level. (b) Two neighboring voxels are ab
the level, all others are below. (c) 4 neighboring voxels are above, the other 4 are below.

LEGEND

below implicit level
above implicit level

(a) (b) (c)
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extract the isosurface). In this strategy, voxels accumulate the signed distance 

observed surfaces in the range images. This implicit encoding of the surfaces over

the problems of topology that have plagued surface-stitching algorithms. In additio

volume approach easily accumulates multiple estimates of surface position to reduce

in the final structure.

3.2 Computation of Signed Distance

In order to implement this general volumetric approach, the mapping from range im

to signed distance must be specified. Treating voxels as 3D points, we define the 

distance functionf(v) at a voxelv = (X,Y,Z) to be the difference between the depthDv of

the voxel from the viewpoint of the VSM and the depthDVSM of the VSM surface that lies

along the viewing ray passing through the voxelv:

(3.1)

The signed distancef(v) is computed in three steps (see Figure 3.2). First, the voxel d

Dv is computed by projecting the voxelv into the image plane of the VSM using Equatio

(2.4) (reproduced here for convenience), withq representing the projective image coord

nate position of the current voxel:

f v( ) Dv DVSM–=

camera centervoxels image plane

Figure 3.2: Basic operation in computing signed distance. Each voxel is projected into the image p
of each camera using the camera models already computed for stereo. The depth of the voxel c
extracted from this process. The range image is interpolated to compute the depth from the cam
the surface. The signed distance from the voxel to the surface is computed by subtracting these de

voxel v
pixel q

q = (x,y)

q1, w1

q2, w2

q0, w0
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(3.2)

The third component ofq, w, gives the voxel depthDv in the camera coordinate system

Next, the depth of the VSM surface that lies along the viewing ray intersecting the 

vw is computed by observing that the voxel and the surface both project to the same

pointq = (x,y). The depthDVSM can then be interpolated from the tessellation of the ra

image discussed in Section 2.1. Assume that the image pointsqi=(xi,yi), i = 0,1,2 are the

pixel coordinates of the facet of the tessellation on whichq projects, as shown in the righ

part of Figure 3.2, and that the depth at pixelqi is wi. Defining plane containing the trian

gular facet in terms of the image coordinates, i.e.,

(3.3)

allows the plane parameters to be estimated directly from known vertices:

(3.4)

By careful selection of M, the inverse can be computed with little effort. To make

selection, translate the image coordinates so that the point(x0,y0) it at the origin.(x1,y1)

and(x2,y2) now correspond to (0,1) and (1,0), respectively:

(3.5)

q
xw

yw

w

aF 0 Cx

0 F Cy
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The plane equation is therefore given by

(3.6)

This plane can then be projected back into the image. By using the constraints fro

known projective pixel coordinatesqi, the VSM depth is determined to be

(3.7)

where(x,y) is now the image location relative the known point(x0,y0). Finally, the signed

distancef(v) is computed by applying Equation (3.1).

3.2.1 Accumulating Signed Distance Across Multiple VSMs

In order to integrate estimates from multiple VSMs, each voxel accumulates the s

distance relative to each VSM. If the voxel values are calledV(v), then

(3.8)

If the estimated structure in the VSMs have unequal reliability, the accumulation

weight the signed distance by that confidence, possibly with a different weight for

3D point in every VSM (see Figure 3.3(a)):

(3.9)

This accumulation process, repeated for each voxel and for each VSM, conver

explicit geometry of the individual VSMs into the zero-level implicit surface embedde

the volume (see Figure 3.3(b)). The surface geometry is then recovered by extracti

a b c w2 w0– w1 w0– w0=

DVSM

w0

1
w2 w0–

w2
------------------ 

 x–
w1 w0–

w1
------------------ 

 y–

---------------------------------------------------------------------=

V v( ) f i v( )
i 1=

Ncameras

∑ Dvi
DVSMi

–[ ]
i 1=

Ncameras

∑= =

gi v( ) wi x y,( ) f i v( )=

V v( ) gi v( )
i 1=

Ncameras
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implicit surface with an algorithm such as Marching Cubes. (Our actual implementat

based on freeware implementation of the implicit surface extractor of Bloomentha

modified to support the fast marching process.)

3.2.2 Limiting Influence of Individual VSMs

While this approach can be directly applied without concern for the absolute dis

between a voxel and the VSM surface, it is usually better to divide the volume into 

classes for each VSM based on their visibility from that view: empty, near-surface

occluded. Empty voxels lie in the viewing frustum of the of the VSM between its or

(viewpoint) and the closest surface contained in it, corresponding to negative valu

f(v). The voxels in the near-surface volume are within some threshold distance (w

sign) from the surface (-ε<f< ε, ε>0). Finally, beyond the near-surface volume lies t

occluded volume, in which voxels are hidden from view of the VSM by the VSM sur

(positivef(v)).

Given these three classes of voxels, the accumulation algorithm can now be more 

in updating the voxel space. Near-surface voxels are updated using the signed d

functions just described. For occluded voxels, however, the update is skipped becau

may lie on a real surface occluded from the view of the VSM under consideration. Fi

empty voxels must be updated in some way in order to reject incorrect surfaces w

 surface 1

 surface 2

(a)

 extracted surface
(b)

Figure 3.3: 1D example of volumetric fusion. (a) Two surfaces are added to the volume. Surface 1
higher weight and therefore contributes more to the final result. (b) Final surface is at the zero cros
of accumulated values in the voxels.
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VSMs. Updating with the full weighted, signed distance, however, can easily overw

the contribution of all other VSM estimates in a particular area because the signe

tance can grow quite large. In order to reduce the error associated with this update

still retaining some ability to “erase” erroneous surfaces, we clamp the weighted, s

distance to lie within the limited range[−δ, δ]:

(3.10)

This approach introduces two errors, however. First, correct surfaces can be elimin

only a few VSMs contain them, since a few erroneous estimates can overwhelm th

rect ones. Second, this approach can introduce a bias into the voxel space, shift

reconstructed surface away from its true position, when voxels near a real surfa

determined to be empty from the perspective of at least one VSM. On our data, this

is actually less serious than that of the noise present in the VSM surface models,

global geometry is still a significant improvement of that of the VSMs. The refinem

techniques in Section 3.5 also reduce this distortion. Figure 3.4 shows an example

output for one scene, with the parameterδ set to 100 mm. The size of the floor patch

1500 mm by 1500 mm, and the person is approximately 1700 mm tall. Part (a) show

of the 51 input images, and (b) shows the corresponding range image computed w

reo. Part (c) shows two slices through the volumetric space after integration of all 51

images. Black corresponds to zero distance from the isosurface, with increasing brig

indicating greater absolute distance to the surface. Part (d) shows the extracted iso

as a polygonal mesh, with no shading interpolation across facets.

3.3 Removing Unobservable Surfaces

One interesting effect of applying this algorithm on noisy data with erroneous, or “ha

nated” surfaces, is that some surfaces may appearbehind others in the final model. Thes

surfaces are unconnected to other real surface patches, but can not be eliminated

hi

g if δ– g δ< <
δ if g δ>
δ– if g δ–<






= V v( ) hi v( )
i 1=

Ncameras

∑=
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volumetric integration because other views consider that portion of the voxel space

unobservable. In order to eliminate these surfaces in a principled way, we add an

step after the isosurface extraction that determines the visibility of each indepe

polygonal mesh in the polygonal model. If a given surface mesh is not observable

any VSM, then it is eliminated from the final model. Note that this test is applied to e

meshes rather than to individual triangles. Applying this test to individual triangles

eliminate triangles that close gaps, or holes, in meshes that are mostly visible. Alt

these surfaces are not directly observed, keeping them creates models with more c

ous surfaces, which are usually more appealing to a viewer.

Figure 3.4: Results of volumetric merging. (a) An original image. (b) The range image correspond
to the image in (a). (c) two slices through the volumetric space, with black representing voxels on
isosurface and increasing brightness corresponding to increasing distance from the surface. (d
extracted surface model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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3.4 Decimation of Meshes

One practical problem with the Marching Cubes algorithm [35] is that the tessellati

the implicit surface grows with the number of voxels. Consider, for example, how it 

dles a simple planar implicit surface. Assume that the voxel space is of size NxNxN

that the surface is parallel to the voxel grid. With this configuration, only the NxN c

will intersect the plane. Because the surface is parallel to the voxel grid, each of

voxel cubes will generate 2 triangles. Repeating across all cubes intersecting the pla

generate almost 2N2 triangles. If N=100, for example, then nearly 20000 triangles will

generated. Because the surface is a plane, however, we could perfectly represent it 

2 triangles that together completely span the voxel space.

We address this problem by applying a mesh decimation algorithm, which approxim

one mesh by another than has fewer triangles. There are a number of approac

achieve this objective, of which [14][21][23][52][64] are just a few. An important disti

tion among these algorithms is the types of topology supported. Some methods are

ically designed to decimate height fields, while others support nearly any topology. 

height fields are topologically equivalent to a plane, algorithms designed to work sp

cally with them may not work for general meshes such as those produced from our

ing system. We therefore require an approach that support unknown topologies.

Another important distinction among decimation algorithms is how they handle m

topology. Some decimation algorithms allow arbitrary changes to surface topo

attempting to make better use of the triangles in other parts of the scene, while 

maintain the input topology. Our 3D models must support viewing from nearly any v

point and nearly any distance, so topology preservation is critical. If the topology cha

the realism of the resulting model may diminish. Imagine, for example, that a thin o

such as a book is collapsed into a plane. From the front or back, the view migh

believable, but a side view would reveal that the book has no (physical) depth (w

leave the question of literary depth for the reader!).
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Based on these restrictions, we chose an algorithm [23] that supports and preserve

trary topology. This algorithm is an edge-collapse method, which reduces mesh s

progessively collapsing the mesh edges that introduce minimal shape distortion 

mesh. The basic operation is to collapse an edge joining two vertices into a single v

with the new vertex gaining the connectivity of the two vertices at the end of the colla

edge. For example, the central edge in Figure 3.5(a) is collapsed to form the mesh

(b). Any redundant edges in the new connectivity are then removed. These edges

when the two vertices on the collapsed edge both connect to other vertices. Figure

highlights two of these edges. Figure 3.5(c) shows the final result after one edge co

The results of applying this algorithm to a real 3D model are shown in Figure 3.6

original model, with 176520 triangles, is shown in Figure 3.6(a) with a close-up vie

the back of the person’s right shoulder. Similar views of the decimated model, with 2

triangles, are shown in Figure 3.6(b).

3.5 Shape Refinement

The recovery of explicit 3D structure relies on merging structural information in

VSMs, which themselves were constructed from stereo range estimates. This p

allows the global structure to emerge in a bottom-up strategy, without any pre-conc

notions about the scene shape. Without any knowledge of scene shape, though, th

problem has proven to be extremely challenging [12]. The result is that the global m

ing process is working with extremely low-quality estimates of scene structure. Onc

modeling process is complete, though, a good estimate of surface shape is availab

model can be fed back to guide earlier processes, leading to more accurate shape r

Figure 3.5: Mesh decimation by edge collapse. (a) A mesh to be decimated. The edge to be collap
circled. (b) The mesh after collapsing the edge. Redundant edges are drawn as dashed lines. (
mesh after edge collapse and redundant edge removal.

(a) (b) (c)
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3.5.1 Cleaning VSMs

One way to realize this improvement is to re-evaluate the existing VSMs. The g

model can be rendered back into each camera, creating a “global” range image. Thi

image can then be compared to the input stereo range image. Because of the merg

cess, correctly located surfaces in the two range images may not match exactly but

be fairly close to one another. Incorrect stereo estimates, however, should be elimin

the merging process, so these two range images will differ greatly when stereo has 

mistake. This information can be used to filter out the gross errors made by stereo. T

can be based directly on comparing the range of corresponding pixels in the ster

global range images. If the difference between the two estimates is small, then the

value is kept. If the estimate is grossly wrong, the point can be eliminated.

Although this strategy eliminates incorrect stereo range estimates, it also creates g

the cleaned range image. These gaps appear because the cleaning process makes

based entirely on pixel comparisons. The global model provides knowledge of the u

lying surfaces in the range data, though, so the cleaning algorithm can interpolate 

Figure 3.6: Example of decimation applied to a 3D digitized shape model. (a) An input mesh, wit
close-up of a portion of the mesh. (b) A decimated mesh, also with a close-up view.
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gaps in the range images. When a gap in encountered, the algorithm can determine 

face in the global model that projects to that gap. This surface can then be mapped 

range estimates near the gap. From these estimates, the gap can be interpolated

from the stereo range data. A slightly simpler strategy is to simply replace the unk

stereo estimate with the range from the current global model, although this step may

duce slightly more roughness, since the model may not align precisely with the s

range data. Note that interpolation from range samples is commonly done to crea

faces from sparse range data. These approaches have no knowledge about the true

structure, however, and so must make intelligent guesses about feature connect

must rely on a human operator to provide this structure. Unlike these methods

approach bases the interpolation on the globally estimated surfaces, greatly increas

validity of the interpolation. An example of this process is shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7: Results of cleaning range data and re-merging. (a) An original stereo range image. (b
cleaned range image. (c) The original 3D model. (d) The cleaned model.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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3.5.2 Re-Computing Stereo

A more aggressive strategy than cleaning range images is to completely re-compu

reo. The original stereo process had no knowledge of the global structure, so it ma

best estimate it could looking over the entire depth space. With the global model, how

approximate range is already known. Using this range as an initialization, stere

search near this range to improve the surface estimates. In addition, stereo can 

approximate local surface structure to avoid the flat-world assumption in the win

based correspondence detection.

Tailoring the search range can be integrated into the stereo algorithm with little effor

fixed depth search range in the original stereo process is replaced with a minimu

maximum depth for each pixel. These bounds are computed by rendering the global

into each camera to get the approximate depth. Then, at each pixel, a fixed depth is

and subtracted to get the maximum and minimum bounds, respectively. Stereo the

putes the best depth estimate within the allowable range for each pixel.

The local surface structure can also remove the flat-world assumption in stereo. 

from Section 2.3.5 that the stereo window is assumed to be at a constant dept

respect to the reference camera. The true structure, however, frequently violate

assumption, reducing the precision of correspondence detection. The global mod

provide approximate local structure within the window, and can determine visibility o

elements of the window in the non-reference views. The resulting correspondence 

should yield higher precision estimates.

Of these two improvements, only the first has been implemented. The results of th

cess are shown in Figure 3.8. Note how the overall shape is now much smoother th

original, since the range estimates are now working cooperatively to reconstruct th

surfaces.
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tereo
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Figure 3.8: Results of recomputing stereo based on approximate global shape. (a) An original s
range image. (b) The re-computed range image. (c) The original 3D model. (d) The improved mod

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Chapter 4

Scene Color From Structur

and Images

In order to synthesize realistic appearance of a 3D model, geometric structure m

complemented by some representation of the visual appearance of the scene. This

presents two approaches to modeling this appearance by combining global structu

the original video images.

One important issue that must be addressed is the meaning of “scene appearance

camera observing a real scene measures the scene radiance. Scene radiance is a fu

many factors, including 3D scene geometry, spectral and spatial distributions of illum

tion, and material properties such as reflectance. One way to model scene appe

then, is to model the scene radiance by estimating all of these parameters from the i

Sato et. al. demonstrated that with high-quality 3D models and with multiple observa

with controlled lighting, it is possible to separate and estimate diffuse and specular r

tance for real objects [50][51]. Beyond this analysis, it may be desirable to expl

model the full reflectance properties with a bidirectional reflectance distribution fun

(BRDF), which captures the full reflectance as a function of the spectrum of the illum
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tion. It would also be desirable to eliminate the need for controlled lighting. As

degrees of freedom grow, however, solving this problem becomes more difficult. In

no one has devised a practical method for complete BRDF modeling of general surf

Even if this complexity problem can be addressed, unraveling the intricacies of the 

radiance frequently requires more effort than is needed to create the desired visual

For example, correct modeling of all the physical parameters can provide great flex

in changing scene parameters such as lighting. However, in many cases these par

will remain fixed during the synthesis of new views, implying that there was no ne

recover these parameters. Estimating the underlying physical parameters may hurt 

too, since errors in the physical parameters could seriously impact the appearance

model. For many situations, then, it may be preferable to avoid recovering the param

that model scene radiance.

We present two methods to avoid explicit modeling of physical surface parameters

method is to model scene appearance with a global appearance (or texture) map. T

describes the overall color, orappearance,of the scene as viewed in the original image

rather than the true amount and spectral content of light radiating from each point 

scene. This approach is discussed in Section 4.1. The second approach is to mod

appearance directly with a collection of images. By preserving the original images, 

view-dependent effects can be preserved. We will explore these issues in Section 4.

4.1 Global Appearance

One of the simplest ways to approximate scene appearance is with a single, global

mapped directly onto 3D scene geometry. With geometry encoded as polygonal m

displaying the model can be accomplished using the standard computer graphics

nique of texture mapping. The main issue in this approach is recovering the global a

ance image given a set of input images of the scene. This problem can be broken

into two parts: projecting one image onto the 3D model, and integrating the overla

components of multiple projections. The following sections address each of these is
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4.1.1 Mapping One Image onto Global Model

Estimating scene appearance from an image and a 3D model can be thought of

inverse of creating an image from the model with known appearance. In image form

or rendering, the image plane samples the light rays entering the camera from the

Two basic techniques are used to simulate these light rays: forward projection of su

from the scene into the camera, and back projection of rays from the camera in

scene, called ray tracing. In the forward projection of surfaces, each surface in the 

is projected into the image, updating the color of the image if that surface is visible. 

tracing, each pixel is mapped to a ray (or set of rays) that intersect the scene. The c

the pixel is set based on the appearance of that surface. In either case, the surface c

be determined by underlying material properties, or by texture mapping, which mode

surface color with an image, called the texture map.

In order to reconstruct the appearance of the scene itself, the sampling of the ligh

must be inverted. That is, rather than determining the color of a pixel from the known

ors in the scene, we must recover the colors in the scene from the known colors

image. As with rendering, there are two approaches to addressing this problem: ray

ting and surface mapping. Ray splatting traces rays from the image out into the 

When the ray intersects an object, the color of the ray is cast onto the surface – an

tion that we will refer to assplatting. Surface mapping projects surfaces into the ima

The color of each surface is then set to the color of the pixels to which the surface pro

4.1.1.1 Ray Splatting

Ray splatting projects rays out from the camera through all the image pixels – the in

of the projection that formed the image. As each ray moves out from the came

encounters a surface visible to the camera. The color of the pixel corresponding to t

can then be applied to the first surface in the scene (assuming that the object is o

Implementing this approach requires two steps: determining the first surface encou

by each ray, and then applying the color of that ray to the global texture map. Determ

the first surface intersecting the ray, called the ray intersection test in ray tracing, c
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solved using standard techniques [13]. Once the point of intersection on this surf

determined, the color of the ray must be applied to the portion of the global texture

corresponding to this surface. The ray will usually not land directly on a pixel within

texture map, however, so the color must be blended, or splatted, into several sample

global texture.

This method has two difficulties, closely related to problems in ray tracing. First, d

mining the surface intersecting the ray, i.e. the ray intersection test, is time consu

Second, the rays themselves will not uniformly cover the global texture space. As a 

splatting an image into the global texture space may leave gaps in the global t

between the projections of the rays. By splatting rays that lie between pixel sample p

this problem can be reduced, but this solution further increases computation time. A

solution is to consider the perspective distortion (foreshortening) present in the i

being back-projected. If each ray becomes a “solid” ray subtending a solid angle in 

then the color of the ray can be spread out to each surface observable in that solid

This approach requires the use of a weighting function to model the splatting of th

color, much like a point spread function models the blending of color in image sam

Without this weighting, the color would change abruptly at the boundaries of the 

angles corresponding to neighboring solid rays. Both the complexity and computa

costs make this method unattractive.

4.1.1.2 Surface Mapping

Surface mapping projects surfaces of the scene into the camera, onto the image

Z buffering is used to determine the visibility of each surface. If the surface is visible,

the color of the pixels to which it projects can be pasted onto the projected surface 

For 3D triangle meshes representing scene geometry, each surface is a single 

facet. As a result, the mapping from texture space to image space is a homogra

image coordinates. To see this, consider the 3D planeZp = 1. The plane is indexed by the

position(Xp,Yp) within the plane. This plane can represent any 3D plane if its points

transformed by a 3D projective transformationP:
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Equation (2.4) defines the projection of points on this plane into the image, with the m

A representing the transformation induced by the intrinsic parameters of the camera

(4.2)

which can be reduced to

(4.3)

Using this homography, each texture pixel, or texel, can be efficiently projected int

image. The (possibly interpolated) color at the resultant image coordinates is then 

into the texel. This formulation avoids cracks in the global texture since each texel c

directly sampled. The one potential problem occurs if the texel sampling rate drops 

the image sampling rate, potentially introducing aliasing into the global texture. 

problem can be addressed by computing the footprint of each texel in the image

applying a filter with this footprint in the image to generate the texel value [17][18].

4.1.2 Integration Functions

Once the mapping of a single image onto the global model is defined, the next ques

address is how to integrate multiple observations of a given texel. We define a g

mixing functionmix that combines the multiple observations into a single color estima
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whereC is the global color estimate andci is the color observation from camerai. Because

of occlusion, some cameras will not see the surface being considered, and so the 

function actually operates only on the set of observations in which the surface is vis

(4.5)

We now examine two classes of mixing functions: linear combinations and samples 

observations. For simplicity, the following discussion will drop the notation about vis

ity, although visibility must be used in the actual algorithms. One class of method

mixing the observations is to compute linear combinations of the observations:

(4.6)

If the weightswi are all set equal to one another, the resulting texture is simply the av

of all observations. An example of this method is shown in Figure 4.1(a). The weigh

also be set to emphasize observations that may carry more information. For exa

weighting views that see surfaces more directly should yield better results 

(unweighted) averaging. One way to set the weights to achieve this effect is wit

cosine of the angle between the viewing ray  from camerai and the surface normal :

(4.7)

An example of this approach is shown in Figure 4.1(b). Not surprisingly, this method

performs the unweighted averaging process. The difference in performance grow

increasing errors in geometry and calibration, since the weighting mechanism emph

the contributions of a small number of observations, limiting the amount of interfer

that can occur among more observations.

A second class of methods selects a single real sample from the set of all observ

Because all colors in the global texture map will be real samples, no blurring of info

tion in the original images can occur. With each texel determined from a single imag

resulting texture image can retain the detail of the original images. We present two 

C mix c1 c2 ... cN, , ,( )=

C mix ci surface is visible to camerai i ε 1 N,[ ],{ }=

C wici
i 1=

N

∑=

ei
ˆ n̂

wi ê n̂•=
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Figure 4.1: Renderings of a model with different global scene appearance. The input observation
used to create the global texture by (a) unweighted averaging., (b) weighted averaging, (c) sele
observation with maximum weight, (d) median filtering of observations with weight greater than 0.7

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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ods of selecting the single sample from the set of observations: maximum-weight 

tion and median intensity filtering. For maximum-weight selection, the texel color is s

the observation with maximum weight, as computed from Equation (4.7):

(4.8)

An example with this method is shown in Figure 4.1(c). Renderings using this texture

exhibit sharp contrast edges across what should be smoothly shaded surfaces. Th

nomenon occurs because the input images have different imaging characteristics, 

to inconsistent brightness in observations of the same surface, even if geometry an

bration are perfect.

A different method is to compute the median intensity of all observations at each 

This approach should still provide some of the detail from the original images but

select an intensity that is more representative of the set of observations. To be mos

tive, this approach should incorporate knowledge of the weights so that only the

views are considered. An example is shown in Figure 4.1(d), with the median com

from observations with a weight of at least 0.7.

A generalization of these approaches would be to formulate this problem in a probab

framework, as done by Martins and Moura [36][37] for the determination of voxel c

This strategy would allow the explicit use of a sensor model with the probabilistic up

of surface color, and would overcome the limitations of sampling resolution for v

color. This reformulation has not been attempted.

4.1.3 Mapping Global Textures to 3D Models

An important issue that has not been addressed yet is how to map the global textur

3D model. Unless the scene is homomorphic to a plane, the mapping is not obvious

with planar topology, developing a strategy that yields approximately uniform resol

across the entire scene can be difficult.

C ck= where k
max

i
wi( )

 
 
 

arg=
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To avoid these issues, we devised a strategy that ignores scene topology entirely. 

the texture image area into independent triangular regions, as shown in Figure 4

then assign each triangular region of the texture image to one triangle in the 3D 

model. The simple strategy that we implemented makes this assignment based only

order in which the 3D triangles occur, so the texture map itself has no apparent str

outside of the individual triangles. A typical texture map is shown in Figure 4.3.

If the display system understands how the texture was divided, it can directly use th

ture map without any other concerns. In many hardware-accelerated texture mappin

tems, though, the underlying algorithms may misuse the texture information. For exa

bi-linearly interpolating the texture image along the boundary of texture triangles will

to “cross-talk” between the two independent textures. In order to avoid this problem f

linear interpolation, two extra columns can be inserted between triangles sharing a 

nal in texture space. These extra texels, set to the same color as the neighboring tr

will serve as padding to avoid the interpolation problems.

Another problem that can develop is with mip-mapping. The mipmap is a texture

stored under various resolutions. In computer vision, this structure is usually referred

an image pyramid. The texture mapping hardware selects the mipmap level tha

matches the resolution of the real surface in the rendered viewpoint. This selection r

the amount of texture computation needed, especially as objects with high-resolutio

ture maps move far into the distance of the virtual camera. The problem is that if th

Figure 4.2: Decomposing the texture image into independent triangles. (a) This MxN section of 
texture map contains two texture triangles, one represented by horizontal lines and one by vertical 
The intersection of grid lines indicates pixel values. (b) These two texture triangles can be assign
any two 3D triangles in the 3D mesh.

(0,0) (P,0)

(0,Q) (P,Q)

P = M-1

Q = N-1

{0,0], [P-1,0], [0,Q]}
{[1,Q], [P,0], [P,Q]}triangles:

(a) (b)
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tem automatically computes the mipmaps from the input texture map, it will alm

certainly blur across independent triangle textures. The obvious solution to this prob

to pre-compute the mipmaps with knowledge of the underlying texture map structure

Slightly changing the ordering of triangles within the texture image can also have p

ful effects. If every pair of triangles sharing a diagonal in the texture map share the

diagonal in the 3D model, then the texture should be continuous across the edge

Figure 4.3: The actual texture map used to synthesize the image of Figure 4.1(d). The top image 
global texture map computed with the unweighted average technique. The bottom image is a close
a small portion of the global texture, highlighting the independence of neighboring texture triangles
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strategy completely avoids the bi-linear interpolation problem. In addition, if the tex

will be compressed with block-based compression strategies, the continuous texture

should yield better compression than with random triangles sharing a diagonal.

4.2 Image-Based Appearance

An alternative to the global appearance strategy is to model scene appearance 

with a collection of images. Keeping the original images avoids the problems asso

with constructing global texture maps such as blurring. In addition, with global mode

all view-dependent effects present in the image set are removed. By preserving the

nal images, these effects can be preserved, potentially creating more realistic imag

a slowly moving viewpoint or a slowly changing scene, these changes in visual ap

ance may be particularly important because the observer may have expectatio

changes of scene appearance that would not appear with the global method. This in

tency could degrade the impression of immersion. For fast viewpoint changes, 

effects will probably be too subtle to be detectable, since the viewpoint change itse

produce a large change in visual appearance. The cost of using this approach is th

rendering techniques must be developed to support these models.

The concept of using images as a scene appearance model was demonstrated in t

Interpolation algorithm of Chen and Williams [6]. In this system, disparities between 

of images were used as models of the underlying scene geometry. To synthesize 

point partway between the two input images, the viewpoint was assigned an interpo

factor based on the distance to the two real images. The disparities relating the i

were then scaled by this factor, and the pixels in each image were forward-projecte

splat-style operation into the virtual camera. The splatting suffered from the sam

problems discussed in global texture creation, namely that cracks could appear in th

thetic output. The gaps were filled by interpolating from nearby pixels that were occu

As Chen and Williams observed, the interpolation of disparity vectors is geometri
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correct only for a few special camera configurations such as the parallel-camera ge

discussed the context of stereo (cf. Section 2.2.1). Seitz and Dyer pointed out that b

fying the images first, this strategy will always produce physically correct views [53].

In addition to the sampling problems, this strategy suffers from two other problems. 

camera motion is restricted to interpolation of the input image set. If the images all lie

plane, then the virtual camera cannot leave that plane. Second, the strategy is fun

tally based on image pairs, which will grow at a rate ofNc
2 for Nc images if every image is

connected to every other one. In a mesh of widely separated cameras, we obviously

not want to connect all images to all others, but each image might have 5-6 neig

requiring 5-6 correspondence maps per image.

One way to reduce this storage problem is to use a single depth image at each vie

rather than the set of correspondence maps. With fully calibrated cameras, dispariti

depths are interchangeable, so no information is lost in this conversion. The power 

approach is that once depth is available, the virtual camera is free to navigate any

regardless of the configuration of the real cameras. Laveau and Faugeras actua

weakly calibrated cameras and projective structure in this way [33]. The problem wit

approach is that the virtual viewpoint must be specified by 4 point correspond

between the virtual camera and the input images, making navigation a tedious

Laveau and Faugeras also use an inverse sampling technique, mapping the pixel

virtual viewpoint back to the original images. While this approach can avoid gaps by 

polating shape in the input range images, it is much slower than forward map

because a search is necessary along the epipolar lines in the input images

The approach in this thesis is similar to Laveau and Faugeras in that we use depth

mation rather than disparities. We assume full camera calibration, however, allowing

navigation through the event space. In addition, we use a forward mapping, which a

the use of hardware-accelerated rendering. In order to avoid sampling problems that

gaps in the synthesized image, we assume that pixels with similar depths are part

same surface, which allows us to render triangles rather than splatting pixels.

assumption is actually identical to the way Visible Surface Models are constructed
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range images (see Section 2.1). In fact, our implementation of these ideas pre-co

range images from the global 3D model, and Visible Surface Models are construct

the fly as the range and color images are read into the program. For convenience, 

use the term VSM throughout the following discussion unless the distinction betwee

range image and the true VSM is important.

4.2.1 Synthesis of Virtual Images From Real Images

A single VSM represents all surfaces visible within the viewing frustum of the camer

we will show, it can be used to render the scene from locations near this real came

the synthesized image will have holes when the virtual camera moves away from the

real camera position because occluded areas become exposed, as shown in Figur

However, given a sufficiently dense distribution of VSMs, we can typically find o

VSMs to fill the holes. Intuitively, when the virtual camera moves away from the VSM

one direction, a neighboring VSM that lies “beyond” the virtual camera can fill the h

created. Thus a combination consisting of a small number of neighboring VSMs ca

vide nearly hole-free synthesized views as in Figure 4.4(b).

The VSM “closest” in approach to the virtual camera provides the most promising m

and should play the central role in synthesizing the rendered image. We call this therefer-

ence VSM. It will typically not be hole-free on its own; we therefore include two neig

boring VSMs to fill the holes. They are called thesupporting VSMs. These are selected s

as to collectively cover all regions that are uncovered when the virtual camera moves

(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Holes from occluding contours. (a) Holes appear when virtual camera moves away fro
VSM. (b) Supporting VSMs can fill the holes.
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from the reference VSM. The combination of one reference plus two supporting V

works well for our current arrangement of cameras, which approximately lie on the

face of a hemisphere. A suitable combination of a small number of VSMs should be

for other arrangements of the VSMs.

Note that the problem of covering all possible holes

with a finite number of VSMs has no good solutions. It

is possible to create a scene and a virtual camera loca-

tion that will not be hole free for any given arrange-

ment of VSMs as shown in Figure 4.5. The dark area is

occluded from both VSMs and cannot be synthesized

in any view. Our approach works well under the fol-

lowing conditions: First, every part of the scene to be

modeled must be visible in some VSM. In other words,

there is no structure too fine for the distribution of the VSMs. This condition is sati

when the distribution of the VSMs is fairly dense and uniform with the main event s

as their focus. Second, the virtual camera should be pointed roughly in the same 

This condition is satisfied because all the objects of interest are in the central region.

conditions are reasonable for any setup and lead to our design decisions; they are h

not limitations of the system as it can be extended to other situations easily.

4.2.2 Selection of reference camera

Finding a good definition of “closeness” for the selection of the reference VSM is a 

plex problem because of the possibility of occlusion. Intuitively, the usefulness of a 

increases as the virtual camera moves closer (in physical space) to it. But the physi

tance alone as a closeness metric is insufficient because the intersection of the VSM

the virtual camera’s extents (or fields of view) may be small. Using direction of gaze 

also has clear problems. In theory, the choice of the reference VSM as well as the n

Figure 4.5: Discrete VSMs cannot
cover very fine scene structure. For
example, the dark area cannot be
synthesized correctly.

VSM1 VSM2
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and combination of other VSMs used during rendering should depend on the field o

of the virtual camera and the extents of the VSMs. All the information to support an 

native strategy is available in our system, however.

We use a closeness metric based on the assumptions about the distribution (3D plac

and orientation (field of view) of the VSMs as well as about the general regions of in

in a typical scene. Consider, for example, the example of Figure 4.6. The viewpoint 

virtual camera is specified by an eye point (e) and a target point (t). The virtual camera is

positioned at the eye point and oriented so that its line of sight passes through the

point. Our measure of closeness is the angleθi between this line of sight and the line co

necting the target point to the 3D position of the VSM. The VSM with the smallest a

is chosen as the reference VSM. Since the cosines of these angles have exactly th

site relative ordering as the angles themselves, we can actually evaluate these i

choosing the VSM with the maximum cosine. If we definee as the vector frome to t, and

vi as the vector fromvi to t, then this angle is given by

(4.9)

Since the magnitude ofe is the same across all potential viewpoints, we instead comp

(4.10)

Figure 4.6: Selecting the reference VSM.θi is the angle between the virtual camera’s line of sight an
the line joining the target point with the position Vi of VSM i. The VSM with the smallest angleθi is
selected as the reference VSM.

Target Point (t)

Virtual Camera Location

v1

v2

v3

θ2

θ1

θ3

e

θicos
Vi e•
Vi e
--------------=

Vi e•
Vi

-------------- Ci=
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whereCi is now the closeness metric to be maximized. For an arbitrary virtual viewp

all VSMs must be considered, and so the VSM selected is the one with maximumCi:

(4.11)

This selection process can be encoded as shown in algorithm FindReferenceVSM.

This measure works well when both the virtual viewpoint and all the VSMs are point

the same general region of space. In our system, this assumption holds for the VS

design, which tends to focus the user’s attention on this same region. Other met

closeness are also possible, for instance, the angle the line of sight of the virtual c

makes with the line of sight of the camera corresponding to a VSM.

4.2.3 Selection of supporting cameras

The supporting VSMs are used to compensate for the occlusions in the reference

These VSMs therefore must have different viewpoints from the reference, but they

be close enough to the reference VSM that the textures will match well. Choosing a

point far away may change the appearance of a surface because of foreshorten

example. We therefore only consider VSMs that neighbor the reference VSM. In add

we require that the two supporting VSMs must also be neighbors. Consider, for exa

ref VSM index arg Maxi Ci{ } arg Max

i

Vi e•
Vi

--------------

 
 
 
 
 

= =

Algorithm: FindReferenceVSM
MaxCos = -1.0; RefVSM = -1
for each VSM i

c = vi . e / |vi|
if (c > MaxCos) then

maxCos = c;
RefVSM = i

endif
end
if (MaxCos > 0) then

return RefVSM
else

return FAILURE
endif
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the example in Figure 4.7, in which the reference camera has 4 neighboring VSMs

consider the triangles formed by the reference VSM and all adjacent pairs of its neig

ing VSMs. In general, if the VSM hasn neighbors, there aren such triangles. To select th

supporting VSMs, first determine which of these triangles is pierced by the line of sig

the virtual camera using the available geometry. The non-reference VSMs that form

triangle are selected as the supporting VSMs. Intuitively, the reference and supp

views “surround” the desired viewpoint, providing a (nearly) hole-free local model fo

virtual camera. The holes created by the virtual camera moving away in any dire

from the reference VSM are covered by one of the supporting VSMs as they collec

lie “beyond” the virtual camera when viewed from the reference VSM.

To determine the triangle pierced by the line of sight of the virtual camera, lete be the

viewing vector from virtual eye pointe to target pointt, let r be the vector from the refer

ence VSM tot, and letrvi be the vector from reference VSM positionr to neighboring

VSM i. The triangles can be described byrvivj, where

(4.12)

Figure 4.7: Selection of supporting VSMs. Given a reference VSM, the supporting VSMs are de
mined by the triangle pierced by the line of sight of the virtual camera.

v2

v3

v1

v4

Target Point (t)
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Rather than computing intersections with each triangle, we can instead consider the

formed by the reference VSMr, the target pointt, and the possible supporting VSMi. If

the virtual camera positione lies on the same side of these planes as the trianglervivj, then

VSMs i and j are selected as the supporting VSMs. The tests are quite simple: if Vi

and virtual camera positione lie on the same side of planertvj, and if VSMj ande lie on

the same side of planertvi, then VSMs i and j are selected. We specify the planes in te

of their surface normalsni, given by

(4.13)

The sign of the dot product of a point with the surface normal of a plane determine

side of the plane on which the point lies. Therefore the tests needed are simply co

sons of signs of dot products. Lett1 andt2 represent the dot products ofni with rvj andni

with re, respectively:

(4.14)

The VSM j and pointe lie on the same side of planertvi if t1 andt2 have the same sign

This process is encoded in the pseudocode below.

ni r rv i×=

t1 ni rv j•= t2 ni re•=

Algorithm: FindSupportingVSMs
For each neighboring VSM i = [1,NumNeighbors]

j = i + 1
if (j > NumNeighbors) then

j = 1
endif
ni = r x rvi
t1 = ni . rvj
t2 = ni . re
 if (sign(t1) = sign(t2)) then

nj = r x rvj
t1 = nj . rvi
t2 = nj . re
 if (sign(t1) = (sign(t2)) then

SupportingVSMs = {i, j}
return

endif
endif

end
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4.2.4 Rendering with VSMs

The selected VSMs represent a dynamically selected scene model that contains a h

description of the scene from the virtual camera’s viewpoint. It, however, contains re

dant descriptions of a large section of the scene. It is possible to geometrically fu

multiple triangle meshes into one mesh before rendering, but at considerable com

tional expense for each combination of VSMs. An alternative to geometric fusion is fu

in the image performedafter rendering each component VSM separately. The suppor

VSMs are used only to fill the hole pixels in the rendering of the reference VSM.

demand for computing power is minimal in this approach. A variation of this appr

could have the renderings of the component VSMscross-dissolved(i.e., weighted aver-

aged) based on the distances of the virtual camera from the VSMs.

Merging the renderings of the VSMs in the image requires the hole pixels to be iden

A simple method would be to start with a designated background color that is absent

scene and render the reference VSM over it. The untouched pixels are the hole pixe

approach, while being simple to implement, does not correctly identify holes to be fill

some situations. For instance, a thin foreground object will project a thin hole on the 

ground object which will be exposed when the virtual camera moves away from the 

of the reference VSM. If the virtual camera moves far enough, the background that l

one side of the foreground object (from the perspective of the reference VSM) will a

on the other side of the object from the perspective of the virtual camera. While this 

sal in ordering is geometrically correct, it cannot account for surfaces that may lie be

the foreground object and the background because the background that has switche

will fill in the pixels that should contain these hidden surfaces. These hidden surface

be part of the same object (such as the additional surface of a sphere that is visible

moves) or could be independent objects that are occluded by the foreground objec

first situation is illustrated in Figure 4.8(b) where the baseball player’s right should

not filled properly.
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To overcome this problem, we use a two-fold approach to identify the hole pixels

pixels that are not written over when rendering the reference VSM are marked as ho

in the simple algorithm. In addition, we createhole triangles of the VSM. These triangles

are the ones that were eliminated from the VSM because they have large depth va

along at least one edge (c.f. Section 2.1). These triangles are not real surfaces, b

indicate the space into which the reference VSM can not see. The hole triangles are

fore rendered into a separate hole buffer, marking each pixel that is touched as 

pixel, even if filled from the reference VSM. The intensity and z buffers are not cha

while rendering the hole triangles (although a cross-dissolve could be accomplish

alpha blending during this rendering operation). The holes are identified geometr

using this approach, correctly filling the shoulder of the person in Figure 4.8(c).

Thus, rendering using VSMs is a three step procedure: First, the scene is rendere

the virtual camera’s location using the reference VSM. Next, the hole triangles of th

erence VSM are rendered into a separate buffer to explicitly mark the hole pixels. L

the supporting VSMs are rendered, limiting their rendering to the hole region. Figur

and Figure 4.8 show the results of rendering with this method.

Figure 4.8: Various hole-filling strategies. (a) Hole identified using the background color only. 
Filled image where the right shoulder is incorrect. (c) Filled image where the holes are identified f
hole triangles. The shoulder is filled properly.

(a) (c)(b)
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4.2.5 Pre-computation of Fill Triangles

The basic VSM-based rendering algorithm makes all filling decisions on the virtual im

plane. An analysis of the scene geometry will reveal, however, that the reference V

holes and the hole-filling surfaces of the supporting VSMs are independent of the v

camera view. The hole-filling regions are easily identified by rendering the hole tria

of the reference VSM into the supporting VSMs. The portions of the supporting V

touched by the rendered hole triangles are the hole-filling regions. This observation

to a more efficient rendering algorithm which renders only the hole-filling surfaces 

the supporting VSMs. The determination of the hole-filling surfaces for a particular r

ence VSM can be performed dynamically during rendering, whenever the referenc

porting VSM set changes, or can be pre-computed, allowing faster and more un

rendering of the digitized scene. The cost of this strategy is increased complexity an

age. Work by Gortler et. al. [16] suggests that the amount of new information added

neighboring views is actually much less than the size of the reference image itself, th

so the complexity may be the dominant cost in implementing this approach.

A similar strategy can also reduce the effects of the limited field of view of the refer

camera by extending the scope of the supporting VSMs to beyond the viewing frust

the reference camera. This can be done by mapping the entire reference VSM to th

porting VSMs. The pixels of the supporting VSMs not touched in this process conta

portion of space outside the reference model’s viewing frustum but visible to the sup

ing VSM. The field of view can be expanded by rendering this region along with the r

ence model.

4.2.6 Decimation of meshes

A typical triangle mesh computed from a range image contains over 100,000 triangl

a 240x320 image/depth map as no effort is made to recognize planar patches of the

For example a flat section covering 50x50 pixels will generate 2500 triangles inste

two. Such finely tessellated meshes lend themselves easily to decimation. Howev

decimation needs to be done carefully to preserve the visual realism of the original m
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A well-known visual effect is that humans can tolerate significant surface errors ove

tinuous surfaces, but errors at occlusion boundaries (or silhouettes) are quite obje

able. This property suggests that aggressive decimation of interior mesh surfaces 

performed with little loss in visual quality, so long as boundaries are well preserve

boundary point in this discussion is a point that could be on the silhouette of a foreg

object against a background when viewing using the model.

We use a simple edge-collapse decimation method [23] that eliminates triangles sub

a number of constraints on the error between the original and the simplified model

process can be tuned in a number of ways, for instance, by controlling the prior

boundary errors relative to the interior errors. (Boundary errors result from moving bo

ary points while decimating. Interior errors result from moving the interior points of

surfaces.) This controllability allows us to match the mesh to the human eye’s abi

discern detail. We give maximum priority to maintaining the boundary points while 

stantially decimating interior surfaces. The model is typically decimated from 100,00

angles to 4000 triangles without appreciable deterioration in the rendered image q

Maintaining the occlusion silhouette while decimating the mesh is easy in an ori

model like the VSM as the depth discontinuities in the model correspond closely wit

visibility in the final rendered images.

4.3 Evaluation of Image Synthesis

The images that have been generated to this point have been evaluated for qualitat

rectness and for the presence of visual artifacts. Other methods of evaluation are al

ful, such as the signal to noise ratio between a predicted and real image, and p

physical studies with human observers. In fact, this type of work warrants a large an

itself, especially as other methods become available. We therefore restrict our evalu

here to the qualitative types, and leave the larger evaluation as open work.
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Chapter 5

From Static Scenes to

Dynamic Events

Given the techniques for 3D digitization of single frames of motion presented in the p

ous chapters, replication at successive moments can create the illusion of cont

motion. The first part of this chapter displays the results of applying the digitization

cess to events along with novel views synthesized with the techniques already des

In addition to re-displaying the original scene, the recovery of 3D structure allow

integration of virtual content with the event and the combination of multiple events i

single, larger one. The second section of this chapter demonstrates these capabiliti

real examples.

5.1 3D Digitization of Dynamic Events

Given the ability to 3D-digitize single snapshots of an event, this process can be rep

over time to create sequences of models. This section demonstrates this capability 

example data sets, using the algorithms already described. In order to be believab

models must be consistent enough from frame to frame to present consistent motion
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viewer. If a ball is flying through the air, for example, the viewer will expect it to behav

a particular way. If this expectation is violated, then the realism will suffer. We will th

fore discuss the quality of the results specifically regarding this property, in additi

overall clarity of scene reproduction at each moment.

It is worth noting here that the most powerful way to determine the realism of these e

is to observe the motion in a nature form, such as through a pre-recorded video or

yet through an interactive viewing system. Since these media are not available i

forum, the following sections will display temporal sequences of images spatially a

the page. With this type of display, however, it is nearly impossible to make critical e

ations of properties such as continuity of motion and other temporally varying artifac

5.1.1 Example 1: Baseball

The first example is a baseball player swinging a baseball bat. One frame of this se

was used to demonstrate the modeling techniques discussed in earlier parts of this

Figure 5.1 shows 10 frames of this sequence, sampled at a rate of 6 frames per 

from one of 51 viewpoints. Figure 5.2 shows wire-frame renderings of the 3D mo

extracted using stereo at each of the 51 viewpoints and with volumetric merging. No 

refinement was performed. From these renderings, it is clear that the overall struc

each frame is represented in the model, with the notable exception of the baseball b

bat is disconnected from the player through most of the sequence, and disintegrat

small, disconnected surfaces near the beginning of the sequence. These artifact

result of difficulty in stereo, which had difficulty because of the bat’s thinness an

appearance, which blended into the background in many images.

In order to evaluate the model in a visual way, we have rendered views from several 

ent viewpoints using the image-based appearance methods of Section 4.2. Figu

shows a fixed viewpoint, different from any of the original positions. Figure 5.4 sho

viewpoint moving near the cameras. Figure 5.5 shows a more aggressive motion, dr

into the scene to a point just below the reach of the bat. Finally, Figure 5.6 shows a

more aggressive sequence that attempts to produce the viewpoint of a virtual ba
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pitched into the scene and hit into the air. From these views, it is clear that the mod

able to generate realistic views when the virtual camera stays near the original vie

across smooth surfaces. With a viewpoint very different from the input views, how

the errors in the recovered shape degrade the scene appearance along occluding c

especially when those contours separate regions of highly dissimilar intensity.In add

intensity differences among the real images can exaggerate this degradation wh

view-dependent rendering strategy does not blend across occluding contours.

5.1.2 Example 2: Volleyball

The next example is a volleyball player “bumping” a volleyball into the air. Figure

shows 10 frames of this sequence, sampled at a rate of 15 frames per second, from

51 viewpoints. Figure 5.8 shows shaded renderings of the 3D models extracted usi

reo at each of the 51 viewpoints and with volumetric merging. No shape refinemen

performed. As with the baseball data, the overall structure is recovered fairly 

although the ball is not round and actually changes shape over time. A less obvious 

that the player’s arms are actually modeled as one surface without a gap. The arm

appear separated in many views because there is a deep depression between t

which hides the error. The problem here is that many of the stereo views could n

through the gap, so the volumetric integration fused the arms together.

The complete visual modeling is demonstrated in two different camera paths. The r

ing strategy used was again the image-based approach. Figure 5.9 shows a viewpoi

ing into the scene but flying around the player. Figure 5.10 shows a viewpoint flying

close over the shoulder of the player. As with the baseball sequence, the viewpoin

believable when the camera stays near the original viewpoints. As the camera move

aggressively into the scene, the errors in the underlying geometry and especially

occluding contours are revealed.
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ttom,
Figure 5.1: Sequence of 10 baseball images from one camera viewpoint. Time moves top to bo
then left to right.
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wire-
Figure 5.2: Sequence of 10 baseball models from one viewpoint. The models are displayed as 
frame meshes. Time moves top to bottom, thenleft to right.
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Figure 5.3: Sequence of views from a static viewpoint, different from the input viewpoints. Time
moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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ttom,
Figure 5.4: Sequence of views from a camera moving around the scene. Time moves top to bo
then left to right.
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elow
Figure 5.5: Sequence of views from a camera dropping down into the scene to a viewpoint just b
the trajectory of the bat. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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own
Figure 5.6: Sequence of views from a camera moving along the trajectory of a (virtual) baseball thr
at the batter and hit into the air. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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 bot-
Figure 5.7: Sequence of 10 real volleyball images from one camera viewpoint. Time moves top to
tom, then left to right.
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yed
Figure 5.8: Sequence of 10 volleyball models from one viewpoint. The models are displayed displa
as shaded 3D models. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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then
Figure 5.9: Sequence of views from a camera flying past the player. Time moves top to bottom, 
left to right.
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bot-
Figure 5.10: Sequence of views from a camera flying very close to the player. Time moves top to 
tom, then left to right.
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5.1.3 Example 3: Basketball I

The third example contains two people playing basketball. Figure 5.11 shows on

viewpoint with 15 of the 28 frames in this sequence. The full sequence was sample

rate of 15 frames per second. Figure 5.12 shows shaded renderings of the corresp

3D models. No shape refinement was performed. Once again, the modeling proce

tures the main surface structure of the scene, but the occluding contours are poor

served.

5.1.4 Example 4: Basketball II

Given the difficulty of recovering the occluding contour, we experimented with the in

sion of hand-edited segmentation of these contours. These contours separated th

ground scene content from the background environment. The contours were projec

into the volumetric space before the isosurface extraction process was applied. Any

lying outside the foreground region was reset so that the isosurface extraction p

would treat it as lying outside the isosurface. Voxels within the foreground mask wer

untouched. This process essentially uses the contours to carve out portions of the

that extend beyond the contours, while allowing concave surfaces to remain untou

This process was used in the next two examples.

One of these examples contains another sequence with two people playing basketba

ure 5.13 shows one real viewpoint of the 15 frames in this sequence, sampled at a

15 frames per second. Figure 5.14 shows shaded renderings of the corresponding 3

els. These models were recovered using the shape refinement method of re-co

range images, followed by the contour carving approach, which used contours in 11

51 input views. In this example, the contouring processing affects two areas: th

between a player’s arms and his body, and between his legs. These gaps often are 

row for stereo to see through, resulting in a closed surface. The contours force the

reappear.
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p to
Figure 5.11: Sequence of 15 real basketball images from one camera viewpoint. Time moves to
bottom, then left to right.
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haded
Figure 5.12: Sequence of 15 basketball models from the full 28-frame sequence, displayed as s
3D models, from one viewpoint. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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p to
Figure 5.13: Sequence of 15 real basketball images from one camera viewpoint. Time moves to
bottom, then left to right.
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 as
Figure 5.14: Sequence of 15 basketball models from one viewpoint. The models are displayed
shaded 3D models. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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5.1.5 Example 5: Basketball III

The last example shows a single basketball player catching a basketball thrown in 

player outside the modeling area. Figure 5.15 shows one real viewpoint of 15 fram

this 24-frame sequence, which was sampled at a rate of 15 frames per second. Figu

shows shaded renderings of the corresponding 3D models. These models were re

using the shape refinement method of re-computed range images and the contour 

approach just discussed. The contour carving process uses contours from 11 of 

views. As with the previous example, the contours help separate the legs, and th

from the body.

5.2 Integration with Virtual Models

Beyond merely re-displaying events from arbitrary viewpoints, 3D digitization of dyna

events allows the event to be integrated with other virtual models. For example, a v

baseball can be added to the scene shown in Figure 5.1, to create the illusion that th

actually was swinging at the object. Another example is to combine two digitized eve

the same 3D space to create a larger space with more action, or events can be conc

just as traditional video editing concatenates independent video clips. This se

explores different ways in which these effects can be implemented as well as the re

ments for making these effects realistic.

5.2.1 Combining Real and Virtual

The event shown in Figure 5.1 contains a baseball player swinging a baseball bat. To

this event more interesting, we would like to combine the digitized model with a vi

baseball to create the illusion that the player was swinging at the baseball. In or

achieve this effect, the ball must be inserted with the appropriate scale and must mo

trajectory that is consistent with a ball flying through the air. If the ball is to make co

with the bat, then the trajectory must intersect the bat trajectory and then change dire

in a realistic way. We hand-adjusted these parameters to create the sequence in

5.17. The ball is colored red to highlight its addition into the scene. From the figure
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 view-
Figure 5.15: Sequence of 15 real basketball images from a 24-frame sequence for one camera
point. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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haded
Figure 5.16: Sequence of 15 basketball models from the full 24-frame sequence, displayed as s
3D models, from one viewpoint. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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clear that to obtain more realistic images, the ball should be lit in much the same wa

the digitized event was, and that the motion of the ball should create motion blur 

images, just as the bat does.

5.2.2 Combining Real and Real

Combining real digitized events into a single event can create powerful new visual e

As with standard 2D video cuts, events can be concatenated to create longer eve

addition, multiple events can be placed next to one another – the equivalent of split-

techniques in 2D video – or even inter-mingled, much like chroma-keying attempts t

In each of these cases, the 3D digitized event provides far more power than the 2D e

lent because of the explicit encoding of visibility (i.e., 3D shape) and the abilit

smoothly alter viewpoints.

To demonstrate these capabilities, we combined the two-player event in Figure 5.1

the single player in Figure 5.15. In the event of Figure 5.13, the basketball flies away

one of the players, while in Figure 5.15, the player appears to catch a pass from so

In typical 2D video editing, these two events could be put together to create theillusion

that the toss from event 1 is a pass to the player in event 2. This cut, however, would

be able to show both players at the same time. With the 3D digitized event models, 

other hand, the two events can be placed side by side in the same virtual space and

enated in time to create a more complete illusion. To place them in the same virtual 

we had to introduce a 3D rotation and translation of the coordinate systems so that t

moves in a reasonable trajectory. In order to get the timing right, we froze the 3D mo

one event while the other one was moving. The result is shown in Figure 5.18.

5.2.3 Combining Real and Real and Virtual

The combination of multiple digitized events can also be complemented with the ad

of virtual objects. In the previous example combining two basketball events, for exa

we can add a virtual basketball court for the players to play on. This effect is shown i

ure 5.19. Note that this virtual set was designed simply to show the ability to inte
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ir-
floor.
Figure 5.17: Sequence of views from a static viewpoint, different from the input viewpoints, with a v
tual baseball inserted into the event. The ball is pitched to the batter, hits the bat, then rolls on the 
Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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 bas-
 then
Figure 5.18: Sequence of 15 views from the full 39-frame sequence of a camera moving around the
ketball players. The player in green and white was digitized separately. Time moves top to bottom,
left to right.
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 by

l set
multiple digitized events with entirely virtual content; its realism can be improved

using a more detailed model. In order to be more realistic, the lighting of the virtua

should approximate the real lighting, and shadows should appear on the floor.
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sket-
irtual
Figure 5.19: Sequence of 15 views from the full 39-frame sequence of a camera moving over the ba
ball players. The player in green and white was digitized separately, and the basketball arena is a v
set. Time moves top to bottom, then left to right.
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Chapter 6

Related Work

Elements of this thesis have relations to a number of different fields, each with large

ies of research. Part of these related efforts were introduced in Section 1.1 as par

motivation for the methods presented in this thesis. This chapter explores this bo

work in more detail to place this thesis in a broader context. We divide the related

into three broad categories: 3D modeling from range data, 3D modeling from visual

and image-based modeling.

6.1 3D Modeling from Range Images

One problem that has received much attention is the construction of global shape m

from a set of range images. Until recently, most approaches addressed this task as

stitching problem: given a set of 3D meshes, piece these meshes together to form on

“mosaic” mesh. Methods by Turk and Levoy [65] and by Soucy and Laurendeau [57

among the most successful of this approach. The challenge in this framework is res

topology of the underlying model and integrating overlapping estimates into a high-p

sion mesh. These methods do not respond well to the presence of significant noi

gross errors.
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The method presented in this thesis is based on the concept of volumetric integ

Each sample of the volumetric space estimates the signed distance to the surfaces

range image. Four other approaches have used similar strategies. The closest algo

our own in the one of Curless and Levoy [10]. Both methods compute signed dis

along the line of sight of the camera. This approach utilizes surface observations to

out free space between the sensor and the estimated surface. This approach als

iterative updates to the volumetric space simply by adding in the contributions from

viewpoints. This property makes the method amenable to parallel implementation,

each voxel can be updated independently of all others.

The main difference between the two methods is the way space is carved. Curle

Levoy assume that the range data contains only additive noise, in which case all es

are near the correct surface. Under this assumption, they carve empty space by a

zero-weight signed distance contribution at each voxel far in front of the surface. The

weight allows this contribution to be overwritten should any other estimate alter the 

at a given voxel. In the presence of gross range errors and large noise, howev

method will fail to eliminate false surfaces. Our approach is to make actual weig

updates to each voxel far in front of the surface. In order to allow strong evidence

other views to override this single contribution, we clip the weighted, signed distance

Three other volumetric approaches compute the signed distance in object space, in

dent of the viewpoints from which the data came. These methods compute the surfa

mal of the range data and measure distance along this direction. Hoppe et. al. [20]

unorganized 3D points, first had to estimate local surfaces, and then updated the 

based on that local evaluation. Hilton et.al. [19] and Wheeler [67] both work with su

estimates, so the surface normal is computed directly from that data. Hilton’s algo

requires only a single estimate of surface structure to update the volume, and so it is

to degrade in the presence of range errors. Wheeler’s Consensus Surface algorithm

other hand, requires consistency among several surfaces in order for a voxel to be l

This method is much more robust to noise, then, since false surfaces are basically ig
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Setting the threshold for consensus is problematic, though, and the algorithm has 

to be sensitive to this value. All of these methods that use surface normals suffer wh

data is noisy, since the computation of the normals amplifies the noise.

Finally, Martins and Moura [36][37] present a volumetric framework with Bayes

updating of volumetric tessellations of space, without implicit surface extraction. The

of isosurface extraction requires the use of volume rendering techniques to avoid sa

problems. Given the debate about the relative merits of surface rendering vs. volum

dering, this point may not be a true limitation. However, a major limitation in explicit

of the volumetric space is the resolution available for a given amount of memory, sin

volume grows much faster than the surface area. Still, the framework makes explicit 

sensor models and provides a well-founded Bayesian updating process for the occ

at each voxel. Proper selection of the sensor model may allow this approach to 

large amounts of range image noise, and is worthy of further research.

6.2 3D Modeling from Video Images

The methods of the previous section assumed that range data was already availab

ally captured with various “direct” range capture systems such as laser scanners an

stripe range finders. In this thesis, we actually construct range estimates from stere

then use these range estimates to derive global structure. A similar strategy was u

Kang and Szeliski [27]. They capture panoramic images from multiple viewpoints

applied stereo to these images. Stereo in this framework has worked fairly well, esp

in the highly textured environments that they used. In addition, the epipolar geomet

be estimated very well since the field of view is so large. For dynamic scenes, howev

panoramic imaging technique of stitching perspective views together will not wor

addition, this method by itself does not resolve the problem of visibility into a com

scene. Debevec and Malik [11] use an interactive modeling system to develop high-q

3D models of architecture. This system takes advantage of the fact that the scenes 

architecture, allowing the use of relatively few, simple primitives to represent the s
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They then use model-based stereo to refine the alignment between the hand-drawn

and real images of the scene. The amount of human interaction required make

approach unattractive for dynamic event modeling.

An alternative to this two-step process is to directly reconstruct global shape from im

Three general approaches to this problem are Shape from Motion (SFM), space c

from occluding contours, or silhouettes, and voxel color consistency. In SFM met

usually a single camera is moved through a static environment to create a model

scene. Because the camera is moving relatively slowly, the inter-frame motion is u

quite small, so feature-tracking algorithms can be used to track features through lon

era motions. These features can then be used to estimate shape, for example using

torization method [63][46] or non-linear optimization [59]. These approaches us

work only with sparse features, and therefore face the challenge of finding surfaces t

nect the feature points. In addition, with a limited number of sensors, the feature tra

problem becomes more difficult because of the large viewpoint change between ima

In Immersive Video [22][30][41], intersecting foreground masks carve out 3D mode

objects moving within a known background. This strategy is similar to fairly well-kno

approaches to modeling by silhouettes [1][9][58][60]. It has been shown that these m

can only extract the line hull of the scene. For example, even perfect silhouettes of a

cup would lead to a model with a closed top, since no silhouette could distinguis

inside of the cup. Another challenge in a general scene is the extraction of the occ

contours. Immersive Video has attempted to use image motion to extract these regio

motion detection fails to capture exact occluding contours.

The last class of methods for direct shape from images is the use of color consis

Khalili [31] proposed the use of color variance at each voxel to determine occupanc

algorithm tested each voxel by projecting it into all the images to get a set of colors.

voxel is occupied, then the different observations should have low variance. If, o

other hand, the voxel is unoccupied, then the variance will be high. Processing all 

this way and then thresholding, Khalili generated occupancy grids useful for navig

Seitz and Dyer [55] devised a similar strategy, but added a constraint to help deal wi
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ibility. By positioning all cameras on one side of the 3D volume, the voxels can be

versed in a front-to-back order so that visibility can be used to eliminate projection

are known to be occluded. Like many correspondence-style methods, these approac

sensitive to specularities and regions of low texture. In addition, with the Seitz and

algorithm, mistakes in occupancy at one voxel layer can have a tremendous impact

results of voxel layers further away. Finally, the color consistency test is only a suffic

test, unlike stereo algorithms which search for an optimal answer. As a result, the t

old level is critical to good performance.

6.3 Image-Based Modeling

Image-based models usually fall into two categories: explicit correspondence-based

ods, and ray-based approaches. One of the simplest and yet surprisingly ef

approaches is the object movie of Apple’s QuickTime VR [5]. In this strategy, an obje

modeled only by the images themselves, with knowledge of the viewpoints from w

those images where taken. When a viewer manipulates the object, the system simp

plays the image from the closest real viewpoint. The viewer can zoom into the sce

well, giving the appearance of motion into the scene, although perspective effects c

be correctly simulated. A typical object movie has several hundred images, with an

camera separation on the order of 10 degrees.

Ray-based methods can be thought of as generalizing the object movie in order to s

size nearly any viewpoint rather than just switching among the images. First, 

approaches convert the set of input images into rays in space, as shown by Katayam

[29]. This space can be modeled as a 4D function, commonly referred to as a lig

[34] or lumigraph [15]. This lightfield is often parameterized by two 3D planes, with a

defined by its two intersection points on the two planes. Next, the scene is assume

flat, and positioned on one of the planes of the lightfield. Using this formulation, 

views can be synthesized by sampling the viewing rays that comprise the image. Th

world assumption allows each unknown ray to be constructed by interpolating a

known rays. If the actual object geometry is known, then the rays can be depth cor
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[15], creating much more realistic views, especially when fewer real images are ava

Still, these methods have been demonstrated only with thousands of images, which

require a tremendous video capture system for dynamic events.

Correspondence-based methods use pixel-wise correspondences among images

mates of scene structure, which then allow new view synthesis by mapping this geo

into the new viewpoint. From correspondences alone, this mapping was demonstra

Chen and Williams [6] for synthetic imagery as a method of quickly approximating

rendering process on low-cost hardware. This was based on the developments of

morphing [3], which uses correspondences between two images of different obje

smoothly transition between them. Seitz and Dyer demonstrated that these views w

in general, be physically correct unless the images are first rectified [53]. Related wo

McVeigh et. al [39][40] and Siegel et. al. [56] in 3D stereoscopic image coding and

play also showed how automatic disparity computations in digital video coding ca

used to synthesize intermediate views.

Because of the formulation of these methods, though, the virtual camera is constra

lie on the surface containing the real cameras. Laveau and Faugeras [33] demonstra

arbitrary views can be synthesized by considering epipolar geometry between tw

cameras and between each of those cameras and the virtual camera. Navigation w

bersome, though, because the epipolar geometry had to be specified by identifying

sponding points between the desired viewpoint and the real images. Similar results

interactive modeling systems has been demonstrated by McMillan and Bishop [38],

and Dyer [54], and Chen and Medioni [7]. More recently, the tri-linear tensor has

been shown to be an effective tool for mapping pixels from two known views directly

the virtual viewpoint [2]. Using fully calibrated cameras also allows free navigation

Kanade et. al. demonstrated [24][25].

One common difficulty that has been ignored in many of these techniques is the diffi

in acquiring good correspondences. No matter how clever the display algorithm, 

errors in correspondence across large areas of the images will distort the synth

views. For static scenes, shifting this process into a semi-automated system produc
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correct-

nterac-
better correspondences and faster solutions, since a human can quickly determine 

ness while the computer can determine precision. For dynamic scenes, however, i

tive methods are cumbersome and laborious.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This thesis has explored the 3D digitization of dynamic, real-world events using mu

video cameras. We have developed new algorithms for merging multiple range imag

for modeling scene appearance from the images, and have incorporated support fo

trary camera positions into the Multi-Baseline Stereo algorithm. We have also deve

the 3D Dome, a testbed for synchronously capturing multiple video streams of dyna

events, and validated the algorithms using this system. These efforts demonstra

events can be modeled by multiple video sequences along with scene structure ex

from those videos. The first section of this chapter explains the main contributions of

efforts.

The success achieved within this system also points the way to continued developm

modeling techniques. The improvement of refining shape in Section 3.5, for example

gests that explicit use of surface structure during stereo would yield better range im

further improving the quality of 3D modeling. This improvement also suggests tha

scene structure known a priori could be exploited to improve modeling. The evaluat

color in Chapter 4 suggests that the final model can be refined directly from the or

images. Finally, explicit use of temporal consistency can improve model quality, i

frame consistency, and efficiency of representation. The second section of this c

explores these issues in more detail.
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7.1 Contributions

This thesis makes two main contributions:

• Development of algorithms for the 3D digitization of dynamic, real-world even
• Implementation of a full-scale system demonstrating feasibility of the algorith

The next two sections discuss each of these contributions in more detail.

7.1.1 3D Digitization Algorithms

One main contribution of this thesis is the development of algorithms for the 3D dig

tion of dynamic, real-world events. We have developed a novel method of determinin

structure from calibrated video imagery. This method uses stereo to compute appro

scene structure from multiple viewpoints, and then uses a novel merging strate

extraction of the global model. The method is linear in the number of cameras used

viding a scalable solution to the modeling problem. In addition, it has proven t

extremely robust even in the presence of large range errors. We have also shown h

model can be fed back into the stereo process to improve the quality of range estima

support of this structure recovery method, we combined the Multi-Baseline Stereo

rithm with a general camera model to allow range estimation from general collec

viewpoints.

Given an approximate 3D model, we have shown how calibrated video images c

used to model scene appearance. We show that a global texture can be recovered b

ing” the original views into a single texture. The quality of the texture is highly depen

on the function used to “mix” the original images, especially in the presence of erro

the surface shape. We also show how the original images can be used directly duri

dering to better preserve the resolution of the input images. This method perfectly 

duces the original viewpoints while providing graceful quality reduction as the viewp

moves away.
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7.1.2 3D Digitization System

The second main contribution of this work is the development of a full-scale 3D dig

tion system. The video capture sub-system incorporates 51 video cameras in a hem

of viewing positions which cover the event space. In addition to addressing pra

issues such as camera synchronization and video frame time-stamping, the devel

of this system also explored the trade-offs among resolution, workspace size, vis

and system complexity. Using video captured with this system, the algorithms pres

in this thesis were successfully applied. This complete, end-to-end system demon

that the algorithms developed for 3D digitization are in fact feasible.

7.2 Future Work

The approach presented in this thesis can be extended in a number of ways. The fo

sections describe a number of these possibilities. Just as the efforts summarized in t

sis span a full end-to-end system, so too do the extensions, from calibration up th

view synthesis.

7.2.1 Weak Calibration via Correspondences

The calibration of the recording system currently uses a known 3D object placed at k

3D positions in the space. While this process has proven effective, it has two imp

drawbacks. First, the calibration will suffer as the quality of 3D positioning decrea

Second, the process itself is cumbersome, and some applications may not allow the

such a procedure. Recent efforts at weakly calibrating cameras suggest that it may 

sible to eliminate the need for this type of procedure. These methods use only corre

ing points between images to determine the epipolar geometry relating the two im

The advantage of such approaches in stereo is that the epipolar geometry is precis

information needed to efficiently search the images. Full calibration methods, on the

hand, fit the camera model to optimize the relationship between the (possibly nois

structure and the images. As a result, the epipolar geometry may be lower in quality
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pared to that of weakly calibrated systems. Once the system is weakly calibrated, k

edge of several 3D constraints (such as distances and angles) allow the recovery

Euclidean calibration.

The main stumbling block to using weak calibration in our system is lens distortion

weak calibration algorithms assume that the camera is well modeled by a pinhole ca

Lens distortion violates this assumption, and with the amount of distortion in our im

the quality of weak calibration is far too low to be useful. Recent work by Collins [

sonal communication] has shown that observations of a set of straight lines can be 

calibrate lens distortion directly, without concern for focal length or extrinsic cam

parameters. This algorithm can therefore be applied before weak calibration to pre-c

for radial lens distortion. With undistorted data as input, the weak calibration pro

becomes much more effective.

7.2.2 Surface-Based Stereo

The shape refinement of Section 3.5 took one step toward a more complete appro

range refinement. To go further, the explicit surface being refined can be modified di

rather than sampling the surface on the image grid. Explicit use of surfaces can

incorporation of very wide baselines, since visibility can be directly determined from

surface description. In addition, this formulation seems well suited to refining the oc

ing contour, since changes in the contour change visibility. This approach could

search the space as with stereo, or it could be formed as an optimization problem 

advantage of gradient descent techniques.

7.2.3 3D Model Refinement

The surface optimization framework from the previous section can actually be 

directly in the global framework as well. That is, given an approximate 3D shape m

we could modify the shape to increase the consistency of the model with respect to

images. One formulation of this approach is to move the vertices of the approx

model to minimize the variance of a global texture map computed with (weighted) av
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ing. This problem could also be considered a shape-from-focus problem, where the

is now the consistency among different views. The surface would come in to optimal 

precisely when the shape is most consistent with the images. An alternative is to form

this optimization in a super-resolution framework similar to Cheeseman et. al. [8]. In

approach, the super-resolved model is computed by adjusting camera paramete

known shape, and then shape is modified by assuming known camera parameter

two-phase optimization would generate improved shape as well as a super-resolv

ture, even higher resolution than the original images.

7.2.4 Volumetric Merging

The current volumetric merging strategy uses only the range images from stereo, ig

the implicit structural information in the original images. Work by Khalili [31] and 

Seitz and Dyer [55] demonstrate that color consistency can be a powerful cue to 

The simultaneous use of range and color could be even more powerful than eith

alone. The advantage of using range is that the search process looks for anoptimal solu-

tion rather than asufficient solution in the case of thresholding. In addition, the range p

vides an initial estimate of visibility that is independent of the merging process. 

result, the merging process is freed from the burden of determining surface locatio

visibility at the same time. In addition, the algorithm could be applied to camera con

rations for which no visibility traversal order exists.

7.2.5 Temporal Integration

The methods presented in this thesis model dynamic events as a series of stati

Extending this approach to incorporate some notion of scene dynamics can si

neously improve quality, computational cost, and storage efficiency. Quality can imp

because the inter-frame constraints provide more information about structure, and b

accurate motion models would allow compensation for motion blur. Computational 

drop because constraints on physical motion help focus computation only on the v

likely to contain structure. And storage efficiency improves because the coding can e
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itly model the frame-to-frame consistencies such as color, and can model change

delta encoding rather than absolute positioning. An added benefit of this extension 

the temporal sampling of the event could be modified just as the current system 

spatial viewpoint modifications. Unlike traditional scan conversion in analog video,

process would have explicit knowledge of scene motion and could therefore create

accurate conversions. This ability could also be a powerful virtual slow motion me

nism, allowing the replay of the event at nearly any speed.

7.2.6 Application Specific Models

In many situations, much will be known a priori about the event being modeled. In 

situations, it is advantageous to incorporate models appropriate for this context. For 

containing rigid objects, for example, these objects can be modeled beforehand, an

localization strategies can be used to determine the positions of these objects in the

Kinematic models could be powerful for many other objects, including humans. T

models greatly restrict the configurations of the objects being modeled, and help se

independent surfaces that are in contact from connected surfaces. Incorporating suc

els could reduce computational costs as well as improve quality, in addition to impr

storage efficiency.
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Appendix A

The Tsai Camera Model

The Tsai camera model [62] describes a camera as a pinhole projector combine

radial lens distortion and is completely defined by 12 parameters:

• (3) 3D rotation
• (3) 3D translation
• (1) focal length
• (2) lens distortion
• (1) aspect ratio
• (2) image center

Tsai observed that lens distortion is usually modeled well with only one parameter, a

the actual model used has 11 parameters.

To project a 3D world point  into an image, the 3D coordinate is first rotated and t

lated into camera coordinates, yielding :

(A.1)

pw

pc

pc Rpw T+= where R RθZ
Rθy

Rθx
= T

Tx

Ty

Tz

= pα

Xα

Yα

Zα
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 is a 3x3 rotation matrix, rotating about coordinate axis  by angle , and

translation along coordinate axis . The six camera parameters used here,  and

collectively referred to as extrinsic parameters. After this 3D transformation,  is

spectively projected into undistorted sensor coordinates , using the focal leng

(A.2)

Next, the sensor coordinates are radially distorted, using the distortion parameter

acquire distorted sensor coordinates :

(A.3)

Note that this equation is formulated as an inverse mapping; solving for distorted c

nates requires the solution of a cubic polynomial. The image coordinates  are

puted by applying the aspect ratio  and image center :

(A.4)

This model degenerates into the general camera model of Equation (2.4) when ther

lens distortion (i.e.,  = 0), and further degenerates into the simple projection of E

tion (2.1) where there also is no rotation ( ), no translation along the Z axis (

equal focal lengths across all cameras, a unity aspect ratio ( ), and an image

 at (0,0).
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Appendix B

3D Dome: A 3D

Digitization Testbed

Real experimentation into 3D digitization of dynamic events requires a system to r

multiple video streams. These video streams must be synchronized, and the camer

surround the scene to be modeled. This chapter explores the design and develop

3D Dome, our facility for 3D digitization. This facility is designed to allow unknown, fre

form, human-scale objects to move around freely in the work space. The design sca

early with the number of cameras and uses only standard video equipment to min

cost. The actual system was implemented with 51 video cameras on a 5-meter di

geodesic dome.

B.1 Specifications

Any system for 3D digitization of dynamic, real-world events must satisfy three impo

requirements. First, the system must not interfere with the normal appearance or a

of the event, since the images will be used to construct both photometric and geo

scene models. This requirement prohibits the use of active lighting, which can im
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geometric modeling quality at the expense of distorting scene appearance. Seco

system must achieve sustained real-time performance in order to capture mean

events. The precise definitions ofsustained andreal-time are context dependent. Third, th

video must be captured digitally so that the 3D extraction processes can be applied.

In addition to these general system requirements, we added two objectives. First, th

tem should allow unknown, free-form, human-scale objects to move around freely 

work space. Human motion can occur relatively quickly, so we definereal-time operation

to mean full NTSC frame rate video capture of multiple video streams. We definesus-

tained performance to mean video capture with no missed frames for at least one m

enough to allow several repetitions of simple motions without restarting the system

ond, the system should be scalable so that nearly any number of cameras can be u

B.2 Multi-Camera Video Capture Architecture

One obvious approach to solving this design problem is to directly capture digital vid

some high-bandwidth, high-capacity storage device(s). However, synchronous d

acquisition of multiple video streams is a difficult task due to the magnitude of 

involved. Just a single color camera generates 27 MBytes of raw data for 30 frames 

480x640 per second. A 50-camera system recording for one minute would generate

80 GBytes of data. Although specialized systems can provide the necessary bandw

a few video streams, extending these systems to many cameras would be prohib

expensive. (Note that although lossy image compression would reduce the amount o

the information loss may degrade the performance of the subsequent modeling pro

Lossless compression may help reduce the bandwidth, but usually only by a factor 

and at the cost of relatively large computation. )

Our alternative to direct digital acquisition is to use real-time analog acquisition and

line digitization. Although the final capacity requirements remain unchanged, the d

acquisition can now occur at whatever rate is available. More importantly, the reco

stage can use common analog recording hardware such as standard CCD video c

and analog VCRs, greatly reducing overall system cost. The quality of the video c
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controlled by the quality and recording format of the analog video, providing a ran

solutions with variable cost. We use low cost equipment (consumer-grade SVHS VC

so the image quality is relatively low. One disadvantage of this approach is that the 

video capture process is longer, since each analog video must be digitized separat

our purposes, this cost was tolerable. A more detailed report on the design and imp

tation of this architecture is also available [42].

B.2.1 Real-Time Multi-Camera Analog Video Recording

The video capture system must capture multiple video streams in real time. Sta

VCRs record a single video channel in real time for long duration, so using one VC

video camera ought to be an effective design strategy: the cost is low, the compone

reliable, and the system would scale easily. The main obstacle to implementin

approach is that video from independent VCRs will not be synchronized, so there w

no way to relate video frames from one camera to those of another.

Our solution to this problem requires two steps. First, all the cameras are sent an ele

synchronization signal so that all the cameras open their shutters simultaneously,

will synchronize the video streams. Next, every field of each camera’s video is 

stamped with a common Vertical Interval Time Code (VITC) before being recorded

video tape. The VITC allows the video to be re-synchronized after digitization. This t

code contains the hour (00-23), minute (00-59), second (00-59), frame (00-29), an

(0 or 1) for each video field.

B.2.2 Off-line Multi-Camera Video Digitization

At the conclusion of a multi-camera analog video recording session, the video mu

digitized. The common VITC across all video cameras greatly simplifies this process

operator selects a range of VITC codes to be digitized, and then runs an automatic

zation program, which digitizes only the desired video frames. The video digitizer 

does not need to support VITC timecode itself, since the software can read and in

the VITC in real time.
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B.3 Camera Placement

The placement of cameras around the workspace can affect overall system perform

a number of ways. Most importantly, if no camera sees a part of the scene, then 

digitization system will be unable to model that scene element. The placement also 

the quality of the geometric and appearance models.

B.3.1 Clustered vs. Uniform Camera Distributions

One aspect of camera placement is the distribution of cameras around the work spa

approach is to cluster cameras together, which can improve the correctness of stere

spondence by reducing changes in visibility and appearance from camera to camera

a cluster. A uniform camera distribution will make the correspondence problem in s

more difficult, but will reduce the visibility problem, i.e., the risk of not observing

important element of the scene. Since visibility is critical to modeling process, we ch

nearly uniform camera distribution.

B.3.2 Effects of Camera Placement on Image Resolution

Another aspect of camera placement is its impact on image resolution. As the cam

moved closer to the work space, the field of view must increase in order to capture t

space. For objects near the front of this space, the difference in resolution is small, 

resolution changes dramatically for objects near the back of the work space, as sh

Figure B.1. If we assume that the workspace is defined by a cube with one face par

the image plane, and that the optical axis of the camera intersects this face at its 

then the variation in resolution can be expressed as the square of the ratio of the d

the near cube face to the far cube face:

(B.1)K
d

d w+
------------- 

 2
=
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whered is the depth to the near surface,w is the width of the work space, and K is the ra

of image pixels filled by the back side of workspace to pixels filled by the front s

Because of the constraints of the dome, our cameras had to be placed very close

work space, withd ~ 1 meter, andw ~ 2 meters, yieldingK ~ 0.111. (The camera labele

“WIDE FOV” actually approximates this configuration.) Thus, the far side of the w

space has nearly an order magnitude lower resolution than the near side.

B.3.3 Density of Cameras

One of the most difficult factors to determine in designing a real multi-camera syst

the number, or density, of cameras that are actually needed to observe the scene.

we want an optimal solution, not just a sufficient one. However, it is not obvious even

to define this sampling problem, let alone solve it. We therefore limit ourselves here t

ing factors that must affect the solution. The most important factor is the 3D scene 

Large areas of self-occlusion require a dense camera distribution to be able to see 

occlusion. Without some knowledge of the contents of the scene, little can be said

the camera density. Another major factor is image resolution, since it determine

Figure B.1: Variation in image resolution across the work space. A camera close to the works
must have a wide field of view (FOV) to see all of the near space. As a result, the resolution of ob
near the back of the work space goes down rapidly compared to a camera with a longer distanced and
narrower field of view.

NARROW
FOV

WIDE
FOV

w

work space

d
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smallest resolvable (i.e., observable) 3D feature. As image resolution decreases, the

est feature size increases. If we approximate scenes with occluded regions that are

than the smallest feature by similar scenes that close, or fill in, these occluded re

then the image resolution bounds the complexity of the camera system necessary t

pletely observe the scene. The final major factor is the impact of camera spacing 

stereo algorithm. Changes in camera spacing can affect accuracy, precision, and co

in stereo, since the correspondence search becomes increasingly difficult with wide

era separation. Finally, for scenes with minimal self-occlusion, the field of view o

cameras also may be important, since very few cameras are necessary to see t

ground structure. In this situation, the camera number may drop so low that portions

background are not observed. If the system objective is only to observe the foreg

this factor can be ignored, and with reasonably complex scenes, this factor is neglig

comparison to the others. Although beyond the scope of this paper, this topic is wor

a more detailed analysis.

In the design of 3D Dome, we predominantly focused on the needs of stereo while ke

system cost to reasonable levels, resulting in a camera spacing of approximately 60-

This baseline distance is relatively large for the 1-5 meter distance between each c

and the working volume of the dome – for example, the stereo machine [26] used a

line that was an order of magnitude smaller for a similar range of depths – but our e

ments have verified that stereo successfully operate on this narrow baseline. For a

object such as a sphere, each surface point is observed by as many as all 51 camer

complex self-occlusion as in the examples shown throughout this thesis, at times 

few cameras see into highly complex regions.

B.4 Calibration

The video capture system provides only raw video for future processing. In order to

use of this data, the camera system must be calibrated. Each camera is modeled 

Tsai camera model, discussed in Appendix A. The calibration process fits the para

of the general camera model to each real camera. This process requires a set of 3D
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in known positions along with the image projections of these points for each came

systems with only a few closely spaced cameras, this information can be collect

imaging a known 3D object in all cameras. Because of visibility constraints, howeve

method does not extend easily to the calibration of a large volume surrounded by cam

We have developed two methods for dealing with this problem. The first approach

decouple the calibration of intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters. If the intr

parameters are known, then a single planar set of dots can be used to calibrate the e

parameters. Since all cameras can see the floor of the dome, markers put directly

floor in known positions can be used as the known 3D points on a plane for ext

parameter calibration. The second approach is to design and use a calibration obje

avoids most of the visibility problems inherent in the multi-camera system. Then

object is moved through the volume to create a set of known 3D calibration points.

B.4.1 Decoupling of Intrinsic and Extrinsic Parameters

The decoupling approach involves two steps. First, to get the intrinsic parameters

camera is removed from the dome and placed on a controlled imaging platform mo

in front of a small calibration plane. This plane has dots at known positions, and c

moved along the surface normal to create a set of 3D points. The plane is square, 40

a side, and is moved 40 cm along its surface normal. By imaging the plane at s

points along this motion, the projections of the 3D points can be determined. This d

fed into the calibration process to compute a full camera model. Second, the cam

then placed into its final position on the dome and used to image dots on the floor

dome. These known 3D points and their image projections are then fed back into th

bration process, which now holds the intrinsic parameters fixed while optimizing

extrinsic camera parameters.
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B.4.2 Direct Calibration

In order to calibrate all cameras directly in their desired positions, the scene mu

instrumented with a known 3D object. The object should span the 3D volume to o

best results, but such an object is likely to occlude itself in many viewpoints. Our str

for addressing this problem was to build a simple object with minimal self-occlusion

then build a mechanism to move this object through the volume to known 3D posi

This approach is philosophically identical to the method of calibrating the intrinsic pa

eters in the previous method, but the scale is much larger. The intrinsic method cali

a volume of about 0.1 m3, while this method must calibrate a volume of almost 10 m3.

Because of the physical dimensions involved, we chose to build only a bar rather 

full planar object. The bar also has less self-occlusion, since it must be viewed nearl

on to obscure itself, while the plane could occlude itself from viewpoints near the pla

The bar defines one horizontal dimension of the 3D volume. In order to define the v

dimension, the bar is mounted on tripods whose vertical positions have been calibra

raise the bar to known heights. The final dimension is defined by lateral translation 

bar-tripod assembly, with known positions marked on the floor. The bar has 11 

mounted 20 cm apart. The floor is calibrated with markers 20 cm apart in both dimen

as is the vertical motion of the tripods that the bar is mounted on. During calibration

bar is swept through the volume along the lateral and vertical axes to generate kno

points imaged in all cameras (see Figure B.2). Since we have three dimensional cali

data, we can now combine the extrinsic and intrinsic calibration steps into one.

Figure B.2: The calibration bar assembly. The calibration bar contains 11 LEDs spaced 20 cm a
The bar is mounted on two tripods, which provide known vertical positioning. Sliding the tripo
orthogonally to the bar provides the remaining motion to define the 3D volume of calibration points
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Appendix C

Rectification

The rectification procedure discussed in Section 2.3.3 approaches the rectification

lem from the perspective of camera rotations about the optical centers of the camera

rotation must align the optical axes (i.e., make them parallel) and mutually perpend

to the baseline (i.e., 3D line) connecting the camera centers. By itself, this process

the direction of the optical axes under-constrained, free to rotate in the plane whos

face normal is given by the baseline. In order to constrain this degree of freedom

require that the rectified optical axes have minimum deviation from the average of th

unrectified optical axes. To implement this strategy, we compute the average direc

the two input optical axes, and then remove the portion of that direction that lies alon

computed baseline. This difference is orthogonal to the baseline and minimally diff

from the average direction. The rectification procedure is then given below. The ca

centers are assumed to be specified in the world coordinates, as all vectors are 3D

in the world coordinate system.
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Algorithm: Rectify Camera Pair

baseline =camcenter1 -camcenter2;
Xaxis = normalize (baseline);

avgZaxis = normalize (Zaxis1 +Zaxis2);
coef =Xaxis . avgZaxis;
tmpaxis =avgZaxis - (coef *Xaxis);
Zaxis = normalize (tmpaxis);

tmpaxis =Zaxisx Xaxis;
Yaxis = normalize (tmpaxis);

translation1 = -R . camcenter1;
translation2 = -R . camcenter2;

R
Xaxis 1( ) Xaxis 2( ) Xaxis 3( )
Yaxis 1( ) Yaxis 2( ) Yaxis 3( )
Zaxis 1( ) Zaxis 2( ) Zaxis 3( )

=
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